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CHAPTER
THE

PROBLEM OF THE DISSERTATION

Higher education,
the public sector,
financial

particularly those institutions in

has been faced with varying degrees of

difficulties over the past ten years.

difficulties have been caused by
enrollments,
salary

procedures

escalating utility and

costs,
and

etc.)

and mandated

regulations.

the needs of

adults, minorities,
in

business.

Demographic and

(negotiated

increased

state and

to

federal

these reasons have

student population

and women)

new majors

difficulties

Added

a changing

These

leveling or decreasing

inflation and other related costs

increases,

maintenance

been

I

as well

as

(older

the demands

for

the costly fields of high technology and

to continue

through the

in a comprehensive and timely manner often has
state

laws

and

these

A public

difficulties

to

to

1990s.

ability

limited due

respond

forecasts project these

institution's

been

to

financial

fiscal

regulations.

Historical Perspective

From the 1950s to the late 1970s higher educ
the

United

States experienced

tremendous growth,

growth was caused in large part by the increased
students wanting a college education.

1

Breneroan

ation in
This
number of
(1983)

noted

2

that "the

number

of

almost doubled and
1960s.
the

This growth,

end of

the

18 year olds between

1950

and

1980"

about half of that growth occurred
particularly between the

1960s,

resulted

late

in the

1950s and

in higher education's

enrollment increasing:
from 3.8 million to 8.6 million; expenditures
more than tripled going from $7.7 billion to
$27.1 billion by the end of the decade.
In order
to educate the more than double enrollment,
instructional staff in higher education went from
292,000 to 592,000.
(Halstead, 1974, p. 1)
To

respond

increased
expanded

to

this growth higher education not only

its expenditures and
its physical

expenditures.
fields of

instructional

staff,

it also

facilities requiring large capital

Many more and different academic programs and

concentration were

instituted.

Urban and

satellite campuses were developed and more and more parttime

faculty and

students were added.

particularly dramatic
states

their

education was
nothing

in public higher education where

like California,

expanded

it

did

This growth was

Massachusetts and New York greatly

systems.

Until

the

late

1970s higher

in a period of unrestrained growth where
appeared

wrong.

This unrestrained growth

in

large part was due also to

the political and economic climate that allowed higher
education

to be abundantly nurtured at

country had not yet experienced
economic difficulties of
years,

the

the

1970s.

citizens concurred with

their

this

time.

inflation and
During

The
related

the growth

lawmakers

that more and

3

more persons should have a
educational
a higher
"The

opportunities.

to postsecondary

Political

education system of which

record of

state governments

higher education
record

right

of

which

During
resources,

in

the years

to

this

be proud"

time when

figures wanted to fund

they could be proud,

and

in planning and support of

from 1950

to 1980 was

(Millett,

1981,

institutions

p.

indeed a

133).

requested

increased

they also asked for decreased regulation of their

activities and exemptions

for

policies

These

and procedures.

their

institutions

requests

for

from state

institutional

flexibilities encompassed everything from the development of
educational policies and programs,
personnel,

particularly faculty,

administrative and

financial

hiring of

institutional

to exemptions from

regulations of the state.

Higher education

leaders did not question "the authority of

state government

to regulate higher education,

wisdom and efficacy of particular policies"
p.

1).

They

were

granted

great

As economic difficulties

but the

(Mingle,

1983,

independence.

increased

in the

1970s,

along

with public discontent over the way public officials
conducted business,

a move toward more

regulation can be seen.

This

state control

and

increased accountability over

state and even federally run operations reached higher
education and
seen

through

activities,

resulted
the

in more state control.

increased

This can be

emphasis on state auditing of

better governmental

analyse s of institutions due

4

to increased size and qualifications of
executive

staffs,

accountability.
Department of

and
A

increased emphasis on state fiscal

two

Education

year

study commissioned by

reported by Campbell

"that the primary causes of
from the period

legislative and

of growth,

financial

the

(1982)

stress were

U.S.

found

legacies

the spiraling costs of

inflation,

and the costs associated with government-mandated social
programs and government

regulation"

higher education states

increased

(p.

9).

their control by

instituting more coordination among

institutions usually

through the establishment of comprehensive
their

accompanying professional

coordination
as

Eurich

lead

(1981)

'

to

Additionally in

staff.

state boards and

Increased

increased centralization and regulation

described:

details of management and administration have
assumed importance, and regulatory rules have
proliferated.
The lines of control have
tightened as hierarchy has grown into systems and
enlarged central offices for the execution of
policies.
(p. 52)

In 1979 the number of 18 year olds peaked and a decline
from

4.3 million

expected

through

Harcleroad
education
decreases,

(1980)
is

to

3.2 million

1994

(Breneman,

forecasted

lower

Andringa

(26%)

1983).

has

(p.

that population
In

"the demand

and decreasing"
(1980)

in

for

1).

is

addition as
higher
Besides

these

stated:

The public perceives that we have achieved almost
universal access ... many elected officials
[and their appointed members of state boards]
believe taxpayers are helping fund thousands of

5

students who have no business in "higher"
education until they are better prepared and
motivated.
(p. 2)
Although student numbers are decreasing, higher
education's costs

are not.

The

different academic profiles;

students enrolled have

many require remedial

or

developmental courses.

Many want courses

high technology related

fields where faculty and equipment

are more costly.
minorities and
socialization

Many of

older

students are women,

adults who bring with

and counseling needs.

"Today's

students

diverse

in

All

these

are .

desires

. . more

than

their

the public

their

(p.

noted,
and

more

239).

In order

to survive,

they

costs and work where possible to reduce
This

is particularly true

in

sector where many states are uncertain about

economy,

and

limitation placed

If

needs

predecessors"

reallocate their resources.

source

in

(1981)

of these factors present new realities for

must examine

their

them day care,

Levine

diverse

institutions of higher education.

or

in business or

there have been
on

the

as predicted

education

is

the major
funded.

roller coaster pattern for high school graduates
in

the

recent

joint publication of

Interstate Commission on Higher

Education,

Insurance and Annuity Association and
(Evangelauf,

statutory

size of state taxes,

from which public higher
the

forms of

1984,

continuation of

p.

15)

is

true and

the Western

Teachers

the College Board
there

limitations on state taxes,

is a
public higher

6

education must develop ways to better maximize
resources.

Institutions can no

board cuts
the

sand

to accommodate

ax'

funding
As

approach"

Henry

people.

This

"head

in

the quality of

only necessitate the

1980)

to

occur

as

reduced

in

now President of the University of
1981,

institutions must examine the

that higher education has

to be all

On the contrary when Michigan

faced

serious

state

funding,

cannot be

all

financial

cutbacks

its Board of
things

Other state systems

founding,

the

in

people"

are examining

State

their

things to all

State University

1981 based on decreased

Trustees

to all

resulting costs of

anniversary of

stated "Michigan

State

(Hyatt,

8).

1983,

p.

their comprehensiveness
institutions.

University

of

New

On

York's

the

35th

(SUNY)

Chancellor Clifton Wharton established a

prestigious
mission

and will

(Furman,

Koffler,

contended

"prophecy"

the

funding.

continues.

Arizona,

and

reduced

continue across-the-

approach' already has affected

public higher education,
'meat

longer

its

of

fifteen-member commission to evaluate the
SUNY's

sixty-four

campuses.

According

to

Chancellor Wharton:
Decisions have to be made as to whether SUNY will
continue as the accessible, broadly based, highquality institution envisioned by its founders,
or have its efforts redirected toward narrow,
less comprehensive objectives.
(Chronicle,
1984, p. 3)
Peat,

Marwick,

management

Mitchell

& Company

issues that will

(1982)

in exploring the

affect higher education

in

the

7

1980s

noted "We

see more and more governing boards and

presidents realizing
things

to

all

Higher
to

that

people'"

(p.

for

education,

institution cannot be 'all

3).

education must plan academically and financially

face these accelerated

present

the

the most of
due to

issues of scarcity that will

the

1980s and

1990s.

be

Public higher

its almost total dependence on resources

it does not create, must develop mechanisms that will enable
it to maximize the resources it receives and to respond in a
timely manner
and physical

to

new academic demands,

facilities,

and

and collective bargaining.
must be

foremost,

meet

their

restrict their

period

to those must be the

systems and procedures that will

academic priorities.

necessary changes are

inflation

Academic goals and priorities

flexibility and autonomy to

institutions of higher

will

to meet the costs of

but closely connected

development of financial
provide

to upgrade library

institutions

Those

states and

education that do
sure

to

to

their

not make the

face the cutback traumas that

institutions

in ways that will

in order

from sustaining this

lean

allow quality to be maintained or

increased.
That

fear

of decreasing

eloquently by Dr.

Barbara

college of arts and
private

institution.

Massachusetts'

quality was expressed

Palmer,

associate dean of the

sciences at Brandeis University,
Dr.

American

Palmer,

Council

of

in writing a paper

a
for

Education's National

the

8

Identification

Project,

stated:

To pursue a campaign of singular excision means
that these costs [the heavy cost of austerity]
are exacted exclusively in human terms, and the
institution whose life is thus sustained emerges
as a weakened and weary shadow of its former
self.
My university [all of American higher
education] deserves better.
(p. 1)
Dr.

Palmer's quote

education, but

the public

not only

for public

Of particular
in

is

for private higher

institutions as well.

interest

sector

true

to higher education

are ways

in which state regulations and

administrative procedures can be stream-lined
provide greatest maximization of
institutional
institutions
(1980)

has

important

flexibility.

institutions

in order

resources and to

to

increase

Public higher education

like other public agencies face what Levine

called
and

the

most

"efficiency

troublesome

paradox

to

. .

.

the

most

public managers"

(p.

309).

Levine described this as a two part irony that relates to
the difficulty

in cutting efficient operations in government

as well as the requirement to return funds to the state at
the end of each fiscal year.
education has

sought ways

to

expenditures, but never had
Additionally,
ability

reduce
real

all

revenues),

their

its operating

incentives

to do so.

public institutions have wanted the

to be more entrepreneurial

the private sector.
control

For a long time public higher

If public
funds

(i.e.,

like the

institutions

in

institutions could retain and
tuition,

sales and

service

investment capital would be available to public

9

institutions as

it

is

to private

institutions.

Funds

invested would produce revenue that could be retained by the
institutions and used
institutions'

changing

could be developed,
able

to

in flexible ways
needs.

to meet

the

Better management and control

and public

institutions could be better

face the uncertain and probably difficult days

ahead.
In

order

solutions,

to examine

this research focused on issues

financial management
states.

State

tenor of

fiscal

laws

the

and

that

led to

effects

of

examined.
the

states.

increased

study

saved

regulations were examined
in the

the state's

laws and regulations

education.

The

largest campus were

These

and

resources were discussed.
Connecticut,

and

institution have examined

political

and other

issues

research clearly demonstrated

these three states had made substantive changes
years.

and the

the changes were costed,

their major public
economic,

the

in any public entity.

investigated how Colorado,

the demographic,

for

flexibility were delineated,

Where appropriate

Kentucky and

higher

Changes

those changes on

resulting use of
The

laws and

to

in selected

regulations are the basis

related procedures

selected

related

in public higher education

Therefore certain state
in

these problems and propose

in

facing
that

recent

states have been cited by the National

Association of College and University Business Officers
(NACUBO),

Mingle

(1983)

and

others

for

their

innovations.

10
Using these states
made

affected

the

each

In addition

study highlighted how the changes

state's major

institution.

these areas,

the research

to

included an

analysis of the applicability of the changes,
resultant financial

flexibilities,

and their

for other state systems

of higher education, who do not currently enjoy these types
of

flexibility.

other

Through the review,

states and

their public

current restrictions,
undertaken

in other

initiatives that might be

to provide greater

The study did

not

these changes

in additional

feasibility of

institutions might examine

and proposed

states

the study proposed ways

focus on

the

flexibility.

implementation mechanisms

states, but rather

examined

for
the

implementation.

Hypotheses

It was hypothesized
changes

in

that

states

that have made certain

state laws and regulations that affect public

sector higher education have facilitated
flexibilities
hypothesized

for
that

their major universities.
the use of

these changes could
institutions

the

assist other states and their public

to better maximize

their

resources

realities public higher education will
In

order

to

It was further

same or modifications of

effectively confront the demographic,

1990s.

increased financial

test

to more

economic and political
face through the

these hypotheses,

this

study

11

examined

several

important questions.

Foremost among

them

ar e:
1.

Within the context of the selected state's
laws and regulations what changes were
made?

2.

What timing for change is best to encourage
greatest support and maximum flexibility?

3.

How were

4.

What specific types of financial
flexibility provided the greatest
incentives to these public institutions
maximize their resources?

the changes best made and by whom?

to

5.

What occurred when increased financial
flexibilities were provided?

6.

What use of the experiences of the selected
states can be made by other states and
their public institutions?

Limitations of Study

In order
was

used

to

test

to gather

these hypotheses

and

report data

the case study method

for

this

study.

The

states selected were not randomly selected or selected by
any other
because of
these
public

led

sampling method.
the

innovations

Rather

and changes

to greater financial

institutions.

they were selected

institutions chosen are

the major campuses within each selected

diversity,

and hose

flexibilities within their

Moreover the

institutions have been

they made,

state.

selected because, due

to

These
their

complexity and demographic projections,

size,

they are

certain to experience broad based difficulties with the

12

multi-faceted problems
future.

It

will

be

facing public higher education in the

imperative therefore for these types of

institutions in particular
the

fiscal

areas.

to have maximum flexibility in

This selection process

therefore does not

allow for broad generalizations to other public
on all

factors.

This

limitation may affect the amount of application or

generalization of results of this research.
the data
this

institutions

and

reporting

limitation

in mind

flexibility and/or
of public

its results,
and has

to be a

noted how adaptations of

realize

state

lack of

limitation of

education

study)

modification of the

Although this

serious

who know public higher
Connecticut case

the researcher has kept

(as
that

is

this research will

in

those

the

the adaptation and/or

laws affected

and/or

the

The results of

aid public higher education

with one of

ability to respond

randomness

this study,

shown

flexibility received can be accomplished.

to deal

the

their benefits can be made in other types

institutions.

might appear

In analyzing

in particular

its major challenges for the future—the
to

issues of

scarcity

in creative

flexible ways

in order to enhance the educational missions

of

institutions.

the

public

Case studies are prone
often

incorporate

what

should be.

this

study due

the
This

to

the

to

subjective biases.

researcher's preconceived

They

ideas

limitation may be partially true
researcher's

experience

of
in

and background

13

in the management of state and higher education financial
areas.

The researcher hopes to control

knowledge of their existence,

these biases by

and by as an objective an

analysis and interpretation of data as possible.
addition,

In

review with fiscal officers in states without

flexibility will provide for more objectivity of the total
results of this research.

Significance of Study

This study will greatly add to the existing knowledge
in higher education finance.

Currently many other areas in

higher education (academic program development,
student issues)

have a greater body of written knowledge

than does the finance area.
for this,

While there are several reasons

the central one appears to have been the secretive

nature of institutional
changed

faculty and

finances.

This secretive nature has

in recent years due to demands to know of both

internal and external constituents.
all needs were being met,
questioned.

When growth existed and

sometime abundantly, no one

Now that cutbacks loom,

the rationale and

necessity for them want to be examined by all.

The

literature in the field has barely kept pace with this quest
for

knowledge.
The results of the study will yield substantive data

for possible applications in real settings for a wide

14

persons

involved

public higher education.
literature, much of
education
done.

finance

in the financial management of

As discussed

the research being done

to doing

that,

examines what might be done

will

to

this

in higher

through the next decade
higher

the

study's

results

time financial managers

that often

to

education.

in pragmatic ways and

benefit most directly from this research.

stem

For a

long

in public higher education have been

variety of

for the most part

is being

in public higher education finance will

utilize

confronted by a

the

research study

the new redirected missions of

Practitioners
be able

the review of

focuses on what has been tried or

In addition

facilitate

in

limitations.

These

limitations

from state regulations and

serve as disincentives
education.

procedures

to efficient management,

particularly

in higher

State purchasing

regulations,

cash advance and deposit mandates,

and

lapsing

of state funds are a few examples of issues that will be
investigated
Ideas

that have plagued public fiscal

for changes

financial

in these areas will

be

significant

to

officers.

Persons

in other

areas

in public higher education

administration also will

obtain benefits

Changes

area benefit persons

academic

officers.

in

the

and

financial

student affairs’

management would
activities

from this

study.

in the

areas because better

financial

expedite many procedures that facilitate

in those areas as well.

Many of the changes will
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enable the increased development of an entrepreneurial
spirit on campuses.

Many persons

in

the academic,

student

and development areas can expand readily on more promotional
and business-related

ventures

in higher education.

Definition of Terms

Certain

terms

that will

be used

in this research need

definition:
Financial Flexibility:
Financial flexibility is
used in this study to describe responses to
changing situations that result in greater
internal control of resources and in some form of
monetary relief on campuses of public higher
education.
Initially the changing situations may
not involve actual dollar changes, but may focus
more on procedural relief (i.e., changes in state
purchasing procedures) that eventually result in
cost savings.
Fiscal Officer:
An administrator in public
higher education whose primary job
responsibilities relate to the management of
financial resources and/or their equivalent
(i.e.,
a financial planner).

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter will
trends

involved

flexibilities
these

issues

explore the concepts,

issues and

in an examination of the use of financial

in public higher education.
in perspective,

In order

this review begins with an

examination of the reasons that make financial
necessary
These

through

the

1990s

reasons center on

factors and political
during

that

the

the demographic changes,

realities higher education will face

These changes

is

their effects on

from the establishment of
to

paid

to

the

itself)

the use of structured

changes

leading to

financial

Much emphasis was placed on an

financial management

ability to govern

The

to technical

forecasts.

examination of

within

range

statewide coordination,

and

from a

management of public higher education

budgeting systems,

attention

are provided

perspective on these changes and

institutions.

modeling

economic

period.

financial

increased

flexibility

for public higher education.

From this groundwork research data
historical

to put

issue
and

of autonomy

Particular
(an

institution s

its application and operation

institutions of public higher

importance of financial

issues.

education are provided.

flexibilities has been analyzed
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and the relevance of this analysis to the field of higher
education

administration

at

this

time has been discussed.

The research selected for this

review consists

historical, descriptive and statistical
from a
other

variety of

sources.

research studies,

finance conferences,

of

information gathered

Some data have been obtained

papers presented

and articles

at higher education

in books,

scholarly

journals and

trade magazines.

the national

level with specific examples provided from the

selected

states

and

other

The review has been
for

financial

flexibility
and

American higher

it

to

a

research has been done on

that warrant citing.
to demonstrate the need

the types of financial
how the flexibilities were made

for continued flexibility.

for Flexibility

education

its history a period

likened

focussed

in existence,

Need

in

states

flexibility,

the possibilities

The

from

of

is

facing

Keller

(1983)

religious colleges of

assisted

in the development of

land-grant colleges and graduate schools.

revolution has had many causes,

education

first time

revolution as profound a period as those

the nineteenth century and

This

the

sustained decline.

that changed the focus of the small

the university,

for

is being molded

revolution has been

and American higher

in a different

shape.

This

"Stimulated by demographic changes,
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fiscal

stringency,

and a major

involvement

in

(Berdahl

Altback,

and

all

aspects
1981,

intrusion of government

of higher education .
p.

1).

Not only has

this

revolution caused

anxiety and

higher education,

it has caused a closer examination of the

enterprise of higher

stress on

.

the part of those in

education as well.

Demographic Changes
The dramatic demographic changes occurring
education deserve exploration

in higher

first.

Demographic changes are relatively predictable
events, yet educators have historically failed to
plan for these shifts and have encountered major
difficulties in consequence.
(Dede, 1983, p. 5)
Since higher

is

a people business,

these changes

have threatened to affect

the composition of

the business

itself.
specter
decline

education

It may

in

Keller

and

1950s

order

bankruptcy"

(p.

growth occurred

throughout

to meet

the

late

the needs of

1970s.

in expenditures

accommodate

this

addition

"baby boom."

of

from the

the

It already has been
that occurred

to

growth.
to

the expenditure and physical growth

(building expansion and new campuses),
in

"A

This growth occurred

returning GI's and

noted

increases

the specter

in higher education

II

the

described:

3).

resulting World War

In

(1983)

is haunting higher education:

Tremendous
early

indeed be as

new academic

a multitude of areas were developed and

programs

variety and
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diversity became higher education’s
and

Tierney

(1980)

have

trade words.

noted "The predominant

Mortimer

theme of

the

1960s was quantitative growth—that is the development of
new

programs and

the

physical

expansion

of

old

ones"

(p.

1).

Then in 1979 the peak for eighteen year olds was
reached,

and

through

1994.

a decline in that population is expected
The actual

these projections
from 3.2 million
(Evangelauf,

projection of

are based
in

1984,

1977
p.

to

15).

18 year olds

on persons already born)
2.3 million
Pessimistic

in

(since
drops

1992,

enrollment

projections forecast a parallel enrollment decrease for
higher

education of

at

least twenty-five percent.

Projections of enrollment decreases vary by state with the
northern,
to be

eastern and certain mid-western states projected

the hardest hit.

states

where

"...

are the home of

institutions

Keller

(1983)

noted

severe decreases are expected

in

42 percent of all

the United

States.

that the
(49%

to

13

30%)

degree-granting

Fifty-one percent of

private four-year colleges and universities" are housed
these

states

as

well

(p.

Many as Harcleroad
"the demand
(p.

1).

peaked
that

In

"Drops

effect on

(1980)

speculated additionally that
is

the discretionary

and has declined

lower

and decreasing"

income of

sharply since.

in discretionary

the public's

in

12).

for higher education
1972

all

Dede

U.S.

households

(1983)

found

income have a significant

ability to

support higher

education

20
through

tuition,

taxes,

and

Closely connected

contributions"

result

at all

in support to education

With this belief as the framework,

recent national

and

funding

the

state studies on the quality of

elementary and secondary education may result in
state

is the

the American population

in a decreasing emphasis

levels.

27).

to Harcleroad's speculation

belief of many that the aging of
will

(p.

increases

to

federal

and

these systems of education.

Public higher education may very well bear a
disproportionate decrease
funneled

to

in

financial

support as funds are

improve elementary and secondary education.

Or

worse higher education itself may be open to scrutiny by a
National

Commission as

predicted by

Finn

(1984):

But it is only a matter of time before citizens'
groups, business task forces, governors,
legislative leaders, congressional committee
chairmen . . . begin to make a high ruckus over
the standards and performance of colleges and
universities themselves."
(p. 29)
Since many perceive higher education as
elementary and secondary education,

less essential

it may be overly

optimistic to think higher education will
funds

to corrects
A

final

its

than

receive additional

ills.

observation of

the desperate state of affairs

facing all

higher education as the twentieth century closes

is

Trachtenberg

that

national
for

of

in his critique of

implications of the Massachusetts

its public

to "a

(1983)

institutions.

the

long range plan

Trachtenberg called attention

theme now being emphasized

in every major newspaper
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and

in the other media as well:

America's industrial

infrastructure—its roads, highways,
and

bridges—is

falling apart"

tunnels, sewer systems

(p. 29).

Repairs

to the

American infrastructure will cost and "higher education will
have to stand in line with agencies"

(p. 29),

who will be

competing for a larger part of the federal and state pies to
repair the infrastructure.

Trachtenberg believed this will

result in massive cutbacks for all higher education.

These

reasons many believe will result in the closing of
institutions,

the retrenchment of senior faculty and a bleak

financial future for higher education through the late 1980s
to the mid 1990s.
Is this in fact the case?
(1983),

Glenny

(1979a),

Bennett

and Wharton

(1979),

(1983)

Breneman

are quick to

counter, and they present a more optimistic outlook about
this period.
between

10

They have projected enrollment declines to be

and

15 percent.

In fact Bennett

(1979)

proclaimed:
The 80s represent an exciting period for higher
education.
It will be a time of declining
enrollments for most; a time when new emphasis
can be placed upon excellence for most.
(p. 125)
Several other

important factors must be examined that may

affect enrollment as well as the financial resources
available to institutions.
A recent exploration of a number of these important
factors
Crisis."

is David Breneman's
In

this article,

(1983)

"The Coming

Enrollment

which is an excerpt from his
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report The Coming Enrollment Crisis:
Must Know prepared

for

What Every Trustee

the Association of Governing Boards,

Breneman presented a

little more optimistic appraisal

several

impinge on enrollment.

factors that

and discussed
were

them at great

the high school

length.

He

of

listed them

Foremost among

them

graduation and college entry rates,

which tend to vary by region;

college retention rates,

which

have been closely scrutinized by many institutions within
recent years and maybe as
enrollment of graduate,
which has been
high demand
the

institutions;

attendance of

which results

importance of

report of

Shaping

Education:

the

to

In addition

and more non-traditional

Regents'

p.

16) .

to

special

these

the enrollment rates

students.

of

He cautioned as
of

Massachusetts Higher

Demographic Changes and Enrollment Prospects
1983b,

p.

1)

that

"irresponsible to believe that the decrease
could be

combination

their

Massachusetts Board

the Future of

(Daily Hampshire Gazette,

students

resources of

in a substantial drain

student due

academic needs.

does the recent

the new

and the full-time versus part-time

Breneman noted the
older

foreign students,

areas on the financial

students,

and

and

the draining effect of

of resources by the part-time
counseling

realistic already;

professional

increasing;

technical

low as

of

it would be
in

traditional

totally offset by an increase

non-traditiona1

students"

in some

(Breneman,

1983,
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Breneman and Glenny also discussed
rate,

until

Black and
of

the

social

the

late

1990s,

Spanish origin,

college

age

increasing number

increasing birth

of minorities.

are a

rapidly

group . .

effects as well

the

"The minorities.

increasing portion

(Glenny,

1979,

p.

38).

The

as the educational effects of the

of minorities also must be considered.

If

higher education is going to

recruit and enroll minority

students,

responsibility

it must assume

the

for educating

this population and not just bring them in to hold steady
its

enrollments.

increasing

To do the required job will

demand

on

institution's

Minority students,

as do an

minority

often come

students,

the quality of
inadequate.

education

to these as social,

of

percent"

freshman class

is

in

25

to
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increase

in a higher

1978

the number

and
of

p.

significantly "a
17).

Glenny

(1979a)

the percentage of women entering the

exceeded

women

1983,

in

educational

Enrollment of women

increased

(Breneman,

the percentage of men.

"Will governments be more or
which

the

in higher education.

the ages

observed that

programs

from our urban centers where

setting.

female students

187

increasing number of ethnic non¬

resources to become successful

financial considerations

sharp

resources.

frequently require additional

Closely connected

between

in an

elementary and secondary education has been

They

developmental

financial

result

enter

Glenny asked

less willing to support
as

opposed

to men?"

(p.

37).
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This question is also appropriate to ask about programs
minorities enter.

The number of women attending higher

education will peak and the rate at which women enter higher
education will not continue indefinitely.

The peak may have

been reached as younger women are now entering higher
education at a rate equal to their proportion in the
population.

This is unlike twenty years ago when many women

did not attend or complete higher education.
In this same article Glenny
important admissions

(1979) commented on another

issue:

Unless four year colleges and universities
reverse their current attempts to raise entrance
and skill standards they will be eligible to
enroll a smaller and smaller proportion of the
rapidly diminishing number of 18 to 24 year olds,
(p. 37)
This trend has been observed particularly in public higher
education in Massachusetts, California and Florida.
Certain types of

institutions will be affected more

than others by the demographic trends outlined above.

Not

to call attention to this fact may disturb some as it has
Clifton Wharton
of New York:

(1983),

"What

Chancellor of the State University

I find vexing is the widespread

assumption that all colleges and universities will suffer
more or

less

equally . . ."

(p. 20).

Many

forecasters

also

vexed by the share and share alike concept, note that
particular types of institutions are more likely to
experience enrollment declines,

and their resulting

financially related effects, than others.

The institutions

V. . •
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that are threatened more by enrollment declines are public
sector colleges and universities, particularly those that
were heavily into teacher education.

In the private sector

non-selective liberal arts colleges (Finklestein,

1980) and

two year junior colleges are also predicted to suffer more
from the

lack of students.

These of course are

generalizations and institutions under strong realistic
leadership and utilizing sound financial management and
planning can alter these predictions.
Breneman

(1983),

however,

noted that in a recent study

only 16 percent of college and university presidents
expected their institutions to experience enrollment
declines.

Forty-two percent expected their institutions to

increase enrollments;
their

the remaining 42 percent felt that

institutions' enrollments would remain

level

(p. 14).

This type of unrealistic outlook on the part of the leaders
of higher education institutions only will compound the
difficulties of the years ahead.

Institutions will not be

ready to "face a strong resurgence of demand just when an
era of attenuated support leaves them least equipped to deal
with

it"

(Wharton,

1983,

p. 21).

Indeed

they appear

to

ignore a simple fact as stated by the Carnegie Foundation on
the Advancement of Teaching

(1976)

"Surplus capacity

is

inevitable in a period of suddenly reduced expectations and
realizations after a

time of

vast expansion"

(p. 41).
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Economic Factors
Higher education

institutions, both public and private,

face difficulties due
well.

to certain economic conditions as

Increased costs

make more complex
Educators

in all

the

factors

had
than

.

.

."

risen"
the

(Frances,

GNP"

(Balderston,

to

reasons.

offered

from

p.

In addition "budgets
rate much

2).

federal

and

state mandates,

just

to

inflation

to name a few

Princeton economist William J. Baumol

a more

fundamental

reason

in his

theory of

growth.
postulated that there are two economic

the progressive and

non-progressive

sector

inspection services.

the non-progressive.

activities

services such as education,

inelastic.

Major

are many state and city

police, hospitals,

social

and

Baumol believed that the demand for

these services' products are relatively

perceived

faster

Previous

in addition

increased costs

Basically Baumol

price

inflation

and the costs of collective

faculty and staff

have contributed

sectors,

1974,

program expansions,

bargaining for

unbalanced

116).

examined.

taken adequate

two decades at a

productivity problems,

(1967)

that must be

the erosion

1983, p.

in the past

enrollments,

obvious

in higher education only

in higher education "have not

account of the severity of
base

areas

income elastic and

People will pay higher tuition due to the

necessity of higher education.

following analysis

for higher education:

He provided

the
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Higher education is absorbing a constantly
increasing proportion of per capita income.
The
relatively constant productivity of college
teaching leads our model to predict that rising
educational costs are no temporary phenomena—
that they are not a resultant of wartime
inflation which will vanish once faculty salaries
are restored to their previous levels.
Rather,
it suggests that, as productivity in the
remainder of the economy continues to increase,
costs of running the educational organizations
will mount correspondingly, so that whatever the
magnitude of the funds they need today, we can be
reasonably certain that they will require more
tomorrow, and even more the day after that.
(p. 421)
Whether

or

not one holds

unbalanced growth,
tuitions are

affect

the

higher education costs and

increasing,

are decreasing.

to Baumol's theory of

and

the

resulting

increasing while enrollments

These decreasing enrollments directly

tuition

revenues

in private higher education and

indirectly

in public higher education and as

observed:

"Enrollment levels have obvious relationships to

the magnitude of government
well

as

Wharton

to

institutional

(1983)

extended

(1979)

support of higher education as

tuition

this

Leslie

and

concept

fee

income"

further

and

(p.

10).

noted:

The irony is precious:
policy makers use
projected enrollment declines as the rationale
for lowered targets, which are then used as the
basis for ceilings on funding that restrict
actual attendance!
(p. 21)
States in the United States have had a history of
support of

their higher education

Great and General
passed

institutions

since

the

Court of the Massachusetts Bay Colony

legislation that founded Harvard College.

Later the

Charles River Ferry receipts would be used by the Colony

to
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support the College.
seen vividly in
College and
Virginia

in 1819

but ’’the

is

institutions could be

1801 with support provided to South Carolina
in support provided to the University of

(Cunningham,

provided,
support

State support to

1980,

recent

changing"

p.

90).

trend

State

support

toward major

(Harcleroad,

1980,

p.

is

still

increases

1).

The

in

1983-84

state appropriations to public higher education for
operating expenses
five percent
Chambers of
such data

p.

is

over

the

13).

twenty-five

smallest
added

In

".

.

.

that

Massachusetts

two year

1960

a

increase

alleviate McCoy's

it

noted
.

is

the

gain of

.

M.

.",

M.

a

that

". .

.

the

but

gain"

1983-84

(Watkins,

appropriation

twenty-four percent,
(1980)

a

who has maintained

years,

since

represented
to

level.

Illinois State University,

optimistically
1983,

fifty states was $25.4 billion,

increase over the 1982-83

for

increase

in all

a needed

earlier observation

that "only Massachusetts operates a public higher education
system

that

appears

universally underfunded"

(p.

23).

Even if these gains, be they small, continue in state
support

for higher

education Cox

(1980)

has

noted,

while

warning that "Financial difficulties will

continue through

the

practice parsimony

1980s"

(p.

116),

is

and that academic and
utilized.
the

This will

institution,

education.

and

It will

that

institutions

financial

resources be properly

require the cooperation of all within
in

the public

sector

in higher

require the assistance of many external
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participants.
extend

These public

from the governor,

members

of

Boards

of

members of

Trustees,

coordinating boards.

All

participants must work
pressures

sector external

and

the

legislature,

state governing or

these internal

to ease

participants

and external

the economic and

financial

that will continue to present difficulties to

institutions.
McLeod

(1980)

in a timely article outlined twelve sins

that higher education

institutions must

years,

filled with economic stress

which

Several

will

be

of these sins are

important

void

in the coming

to highlight.

accounting and budgeting practices during fiscal
leads to deficit spending and
bail

outs

(p.

1).

Poor
stress

lead

to continued

which unjustly penalizes those

who manage their budget allocations efficiently.
other

"sins" are expanded upon by

most harmful
financial

being

institution.

These

maintenance and

the equipment and

part

of

additional
is

the

the cost

of

labor-intensive,

personnel

cost"

(p.

the

due to

facilities

their upkeep

next

lack of
of an

Mortola

(1983)

in higher education:
and

increases each year

creating greater economic strain on

institutions.

problem

(1980),

Several

items are placed under deferred

they are not maintained,
the

McLeod

the failure to maintain,

resources,

1-3).

is closely related to annual

These practices only

behavior by the offenders,

(pp.

instruction

176).

This

noted

an

"higher education

is clearly the major

being

the

case higher
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education must avoid questionable personnel
These questionable practices

practices.

vary from treating everyone

alike in allocating salary increments to reducing the
of

support

staff

professional
factors

that

the effectiveness of the

and academic staff

greatly affect

Political

higher

is curtailed.

All

of

education's financial

these

needs.

Realities

Humans,
in

so much

level

government,

and higher education are political

nature.
John D.

Millet,

former state university president and a

chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents,
opportunity
higher

(1974),

in particular public higher education.

who

obtains

is

the process

what,

where

and

"Higher education conducted under
assistance of
engaged

in

state-appropriated

politics"

In a political

(Millett,
context,

in a society of
how?"

state
funds

1974,

in his

appointments

governing boards.
"governors
quality

Moos and

have come to

governing

board

115).

is higher education

p.

116).

the governor has tremendous

of persons
Rourke

regard
as

(p.

law with the

influence over public higher education.
greatest

In

Politics and Higher Education Millet

observed "that politics
deciding

ample

to explore how the political process affects

education,

his book

had

This

influence

is

to coordinating and

(1959)

noted

that

the selection of a high

smart

politics . .

."

(p.

240).
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In addition to board appointments,
to sign

into

law,

or

veto

in whole or parts,

which affects higher education,
example.

governors have

the power

legislation

the budget being a prime

A governor in some states also has the right to

approve higher education master plans
program direction
Commission
voting or

on

and growth

Higher

in

institutions

(Carnegie

1971,

and maybe

Education,

non-voting member

of

that dictate academic

p.

19),

the board.

Lederle

a

(1976)

believed "that governors have very little control over
higher education
organization"
governor's
(1971)

(p.

through the formal channels of
46)

but

great

informal

influence as direct as

has observed or

as

informal

control.

Be

the

the Carnegie Commission
as

Lederle

(1976)

has

noted, as chief executive of a state one can hardly doubt
the governor's role
affects

public

Just
state

in the political environment

higher education.

as politics

level,

that

affects public higher education on the

so do they on the campus

member,

department head,

student

for

that matter

dean,
on a

administrators have power.

level.

professional

Any faculty
staff member or

campus knows which campus
This power

surfaces

from the

political nature of the academy, and can often be seen in
the

resources

allocated

to one area

There have been several
determinants
of higher

of power and

education.

instead of

another.

studies that have examined the

financial

allocations on campuses

One such study examined

these

factors
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on

the campus of a

and

Salanick

(1974)

statistical model
model

used

large state

for

analyzed,

research university.
through the use of a

rather than the more traditional

this

type of

study,

what

provided the greatest power base,
affected budget

allocations.

defined

these

rational
said

factors

decision

that

the

lead

to

the organization

influences
or

other

specified a well-

researchers believed

From the observation
the political process

environments becomes more observable.
that

institution of

the use of more computational

strategy.

structure of

These

it

The study also noted

the bureaucratic model

authority structure.

as

to subunits within

particularly in a state supported

higher education,

that

factors on a campus

Decision making,

institution also was examined.

that,

interview

particularly as this base

determined the amount of money allowed
the

Pfeffer

and

it can be
in these

This study also noted

then became more susceptible from

from external

governmental

forces,

agencies.

such as state

legislatures

These elements

in the

public sector constrain the allocation of resources within
the

organization.
The

observation

that organizational budgeting and the

resulting financial management practices are political
processes was

another

used the University of
Salanick
power

(1974)

such as

found

the

important outcome of
Illinois as
that

amount

of

factors
a

its

this

study that

subject.

Pfeffer and

related to departmental

department's

grants

and
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contract fundsf

its enrollment/

development characterizing

the level

the department's scientific field

influenced the department's political
budget allocation.

A final

this power and social

influence were more

for financial

uncertainty

scarcity

In
time

a

later

power

(p.

replication

thus

its

important

allocations

in the

in periods of

151).
study conducted by Pfeffer this

in conjunction with William Moore

observations were again

and

important observation was that

decision process
and

of paradigm

(1980),

substantiated.

these

Instead of examining

the determinants of power and budget allocations within
subunits

of

a state research university,

examined these facets at
system.

The earlier

two campuses

observations

this

of a

later study

state university

on power and budget

allocation were true between campuses as well.

This

study

also discussed many similar studies conducted by Pfeffer
with other
groups

of

researchers during the
organizational

results of the
and

Moore noted

late

researchers

1974 University of

seventies or by other

that bear out the

Illinois study.

that organizational

Pfeffer

researchers have only

begun to explore the relationship between political power
and

resource allocations

positions,
of

the

space,

"magnitude

etc.).
of

under

They

faculty and staff

suggested

that

an

examination

leadership effects by examining

allocation changes when
conditions

(budget,

which

leaders change and to explore the
such

effects

vary"

(p.

652)

should be
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conducted.
effects
which

This

of power

type of

study could also point out the

and

results during

its

is occurring more

fiscal

difficulties

Pfeffer's
observations
within public

present

it

is

times

important

influences

If

indeed

financial decision

of uncertainty and

that

and

the budgetary process

scarcity are

this be understood and

explored considering higher education's
fifteen

facts

of higher education.

the observations that power

true,

important

the politics of

institutions

making more during

in higher education as

increase.

studies

about

frequently

leadership change,

future

for

further
the

next

years.

Another

examination of

the political

institutional decision making

in

process used

in

finance and budgeting was

done by a

University of Massachusetts at Boston assistant

professor

of

initiatives

management,
and

education both
the

period

of

Joan

Tonn

(1978).

innovations may occur

Fortuitous

in public higher

in quantitative and qualitative areas between
now and

the end

of

the

1990s.

Tonn

(1978)

noted:
With the advent of the financial crisis of the
1970s [and on], colleges and universities have
been encouraged to improve the quality of their
budgeting processes and to expand participation
as a means of creating "a more effective use of
resources."

(p.

575)

Budgetary inclusion, particularly as

it relates to resource

allocation and the political

in higher education,

an

important element

process

to consider and

implement on an

is
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increasing scale during
There can be
to play a pivotal

secondary part

board members,
direction.

the

next decade.

little doubt that politics will continue
role

higher education.
a

this decade and

in the financial

future of public

The political players may appear to take
as

their

emissaries,

assume most of

the

appointed coordinating

responsibility

for

future

But the influence of power politics should never

be downplayed particularly in public higher education
financing.

Changes

In order
to

respond

to

increase public higher education's ability

to the demographic,

realities discussed,
in

their

1970s,

and

areas.

As

these

of

their

institutions of public higher

can be seen in three general

and

relate

to

technological

areas are discussed,

changes made
states

to

These changes have occurred

These areas

budgetary,

economic and political

states have made several major changes

relationship

education.

that Exist

in

the

interest

selected
are

cited.

statewide

since

the early

and all-encompassing
coordination,

advances that have been made.
instances
states

of

these

types

of

in particular and other
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Statewide Coordination
The way

that most states govern their

public higher education
regional

or

structure
Halstead

segmental

varies by
(1974)

is

institutions of

through some system of

coordination.

state and has

has pointed out

This type of governance

increased

that,

1919

in

Iowa,

begin until

the

increased

late

1950s.

in

recent

years.

although efforts at

state coordination can be seen as early as
and

statewide,

1905

in Florida

state coordination does not
In

fact

in

1946

"only

seventeen

states had what might be called central higher education
agencies

.

expansion

.

."

in

(Mingle,

the number

by the tremendous
the

public

indeed

continue

to

projected

of

increase

sector

ironic

1981,

(Mingle,

that

the

the

9).

Historically

coordinating boards was

Berdahl,

Peterson,

the power

to the decrease

future.

spurred

in enrollments and expansion

number and

increase due

for

p.

Mingle

(1981)

1981).

in

It

is

of boards

in enrollments
again

noted:

By 1980 all but three [Delaware, Vermont,
Wyoming] of the fifty states had established
either coordinating boards—with advisory or
regulatory powers—or consolidated governing
boards for major sectors of public higher
education.
(p. 9)
Types of coordination.
1982 report by
Teaching,

of

the Carnegie Foundation on

the Campus,

a

the Advancement

analyzed the governance relationship of public

institutions
identified

The Control

and

their home states.

The

Foundation

statewide coordination patterns

three states

that currently have no

form of

for all but the
statewide

of
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coordination.
Connecticut
boards

Three of

and

since

powers.
review,

and

Kentucky,

1960.

These

the

selected

have had

states,

some form of coordination

Their current boards possess

regulatory powers

Institutions under

this

work together on the development and
regulatory procedures
since the early
governing board.

the

type of board often

implementation of
Wisconsin,

statewide consolidated

Statewide governing boards exist

nineteen states,
York,

among

as mandated by the board.

1970s has had a

regulatory

include budget and program

emphasize strong coordination

institutions.

Colorado,

Arizona,

Florida,

in about

Massachusetts and

New

just to name a few.
In an earlier Carnegie Commission on Higher Education

report
noted

(1970),

The Capitol

and

the Campus

that governing boards differ

or agencies

the

Commission

from coordinating board

in that they generally have more power

coordinating boards.

They control

budgets

than

and personnel

selection and help shape the overall direction of the
institution
All
by state

(p.

types

of

law and

The members

of

governor

the

that

24).

of

statewide coordinating boards are created

are

the creatures

of

the political

the boards usually are appointed by the
state;

same governor

the chairman

is

often appointed by

and can be changed by the governor.

Another difficulty with statewide coordination
discussed

process.

again by Halstead

(1974).

Halstead noted

is
that

V

‘
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there were difficulties in establishing coordinating boards.
He stated "the statewide concept met with some
resistance ...

a major problem was the difficulty of

securing political agreement to establish a single board and
abolish all

others

in existence"

Governor Patrick Lucey
Wisconsin.
proposal

(1976)

(p. 7).

Wisconsin's

spoke at the University of

He discussed Wisconsin's difficulties on his

to merge the two public higher education systems in

Wisconsin into one.

He goes on at great length to discuss

the duplication of costs created by these two systems.

From

his speech one can understand the political difficulties he
was

facing because

of

this proposal

(pp. 51-61).

Another state that experienced difficulty with the
establishment of a statewide board was Massachusetts.

For

almost fifteen years members of the legislature of the
Commonwealth had discussed the establishment of one board
for public higher education instead of the somewhat
powerless coordinating agency that existed
Higher Education)

(the Board of

along with five segmented boards.

precisely the reasons Halstead

(1974) noted,

For

consensus on

the establishment of this new "super" board could not be
reached.

Finally due to budgetary pressures, the lack of

any comprehensive budgeting and/or financial management
system and other organizational

issues, a Board of Regents

for Massachusetts was created through the Budget Act for
fiscal year 1982.

This consolidated governing board in some
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instances acts like a coordinating board and has delegated
many of

its powers to the local

trustees.

Mingle,

institutional boards of

Berdahl and Peterson

(1981) noted this

dichotomy in the Massachusetts Regent’s view of themselves:
the new regents view themselves as being somewhat
of a hybrid between a governing and coordinating
board.
Statewide policy issues would be the
focus of their activities, while the local boards
of trustees would oversee institutional
management.
(p. 292)
Many of Connecticut's public institutions fought
increased statewide coordination.

This can be seen in the

testimonies of the public hearings held on reorganization.
The University of Connecticut in particular spoke out firmly
against creating a Board of Governors with

increased powers.

The state did create a strong coordinating board in 1982.
Functions of coordination.
state

Coordinating boards at the

level have been analyzed by Glenny (1971,

Glenny,

1975).

former Executive Director of the Illinois Board of

Higher Education and basically sympathetic to statewide
coordination issues,

highlighted the great influence and

power exercised by these external coordinating boards or
agencies.

In addition Glenny

(1959)

described that they:

have been created primarily to control the
overlap and dysfunction of programs, to optimize
the use of state funds and to plan the orderly
development of the whole higher education in the
state.
(p. 14)
Analysis of the role and function of coordinating
boards have been done by various researchers,

and such

groups as the Carnegie Commission on Policy Studies in
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Higher

Education.

In

Hi9her Education:

its

report

authority

does

this

their

over

higher

of"

(p.

administrators

education"

(p.

cumbersome,

Most

(p.

11).

11)

importantly among

students,

faculty,

more

them are

campus

and campus governing boards;

11)

The Commission

that centralization "reduces the

have "no measurable direct
practices"

and

the move "toward centralization

for many reasons.

observations

influence

on The States

A Proud Past and a Vital Future the

Commission cautioned about
of

(1976)

and

impacts

appears

to

on policies or on

centralization

time-consuming,

it

is

more

"more

costly,

frustrating,

more

and

places more power in the hands of those who are the furthest
removed

and

Smart
political

who
(1968)

the

least"

conducted an

(p.

12).

investigation of

the

aspects of statewide coordination of public higher

education.
for

know

His

Higher

study of

Education

probably be
"moderate or

the California Coordinating Council

found

that

said of many other

this Council,

and

it can

coordinating boards, had

limited effectiveness

in

the conduct of

its

relationships with the legislative-executive."
Mainly to assist

in the difficult years ahead,

coordinating boards are
responsibilities over
education, which
financial
type

of

to expand

their

institutions of public higher

further

flexibility.

seeking

tends

to decrease

Many if not all

budgetary responsibility.

As

institutional

of them have some

Glenny

(1971)

noted
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"it

is

also

determine

the boards' budget

the

institutional

formulas

which

appropriation"

this budgetary duty often paramount

among

often

(p.

15).

their

with

powers,

coordinating boards are being held responsible for
institutions'
Foundation

financial

on

the

viability.

Advancement

between regulatory mechanisms
long exercise authority of
(p.

13),

players

to

solicit

of Teaching

the Carnegie

(1976)

noted "In-

[coordinating boards]

cannot

importance strictly on their own"

these coordinating

information

Since as

type boards must provide

the assistance of

the more powerful

in state government—the executive and legislative

members.
In
their
of

recent years

coordinating boards have been asked by

legislature to play pivotal

decline"

within

their

decline" often resulted
institutions

or

education or

in merger

Southern
year

study

public sector
either

of

consist

in reorganization

or

reorganizations
closure of

on

these

Peterson

selected

of public higher

institutions.

(SREB)

issues.

(1981)

of

SREB

The

conducted a
As

two-

reported by

found

that often

reorganization involved some form of merger

individual

case of the
Wisconsin

and

in the "management

The "management of

Education Board

(1979-1980)

Mingle, Berdahl

systems.

statewide

Regional

roles

institutions

1971 merger which

system.

formed

Additionally,

of combining pairs

of

into a system as
the

in the

University of

public sector mergers

institutions

as

in

can
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Massachusetts

in 1975 with the merger of

Lowell

State

College and Lowell Technical College to form the University
of Lowell.

The most severe type of merger is the

dissolution/acquisition merger.

An example of

this

type of

merger in the public sector can be seen in Ohio in 1974 in
the merger between Western College,
institution,

and

institution.

University,

a state supported

More recently a dissolution merger took place

in the public
Boston

Miami

an independent

sector,

again

in

Massachusetts.

State College was closed and

University of

integrated

In

1982-1983

into the

Massachusetts at Boston.

Public college and university presidents, many of whom
are responsible to coordinating boards,
realistically into

are not

looking

the future and do not believe that

enrollment and other financially related difficulties will
affect

their

institutions.

Furman

(1980)

observed

although the thirteen state university presidents
Illinois agreed
declines,
his/her

that
in

the state would experience enrollment

not one of them believed a decline would occur at

institution.

observation

in his

Kerr

(1983)

also confirmed

this

statement:

As I visit institutions around the nation, I find
too many of them in the following categories:

.

1

Not making any plans at all.
They follow a
"wait and see" approach.
The current
president often does not expect to be
around when "wait and see" is no longer a
feasible policy.
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2.

As

Making cuts which are politically easy in
the short-run but very costly in the longrun—as in maintenance and in library
support.
(p. 5)

long as college and university presidents continue this

posture
take,

(and many of them will),

or be

roles

forced

in making

to

coordinating boards will

take by state governments,

larger

the hard decisions needed for many public

institutions.
In

order

expected

to

accomplish

the many and diverse functions

of coordination boards

resourceful

and

responsive.

they must be

In addition,

competent,

as Berdahl

(1971)

stated:
Coordination at its best requires both state
government and higher education to make
concessions and give of their resources, but such
cooperation has been rare.
Yet coordination
poorly done may be a positive evil, intruding yet
another party into the state higher education
relationship, soaking up additional state funds,
and consuming the time and energy of busy people,
without improving the quality of higher
education.
If it is going to be done at all, it
• must be done well.
(pp. 241-242)
Not only has coordination and centralization been the
subject

of

study

in higher education,

in corporate life as well.
widely read books
Robert Waterman's

One of the most recent and

on corporate America

centralization:

safe by

the negative

stamps
(p.

all

310).

verve,

is Thomas Peters and

I_n Search of Excel lence.

the outcome of
taking

it has been examined

life, and

They comment

on

staff plays

it

it gains power,

it

"The central

view; and as

initiative out of the company"
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Regardless of these concerns centralization and
statewide

coordination of public higher education is

proliferating.

It

indeed

is one of

the major

has

occurred

in public higher education

the

past

years.

ten

changes

that

in many states over

Budgeting Systems
The most substantive change
education

is

operated and

formalized budgeting

financed came

systems over

Budgeting systems developed
way

to

in the way public higher

(1979)

the use of

last 15 years.

in public higher education as a

objectify and depoliticize

Millett and Gross

the

through

the budgetary process.

noted budget

formulas were

developed to

lessen "the political warfare among,

lobbying by,

state-supported

(p.

2).

Politics

can not be

public

institutions.

nature

of

is

states

and

Aaron Wildavsky's

Process.

In

its

institutions
ignored

in

for

the

(1979)

third

governments'

spent

a great deal

of

process

the Budgetary

this book explores

strategies of budget development and allocation.
(1979)

funds"

the political

financial

The Po1 itics of

edition

scarce

financing of

The most quoted work on
federal

and open

time criticizing

the
Wildavsky

the major

budgeting system reforms as they have been applied

in the

public sector.

The great defender

incrementalism,

Wildavsky has developed a cogent case to

defend his

thesis

of budgetary

of continued budgetary politics,

even when
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budgeting systems are
Budgeting system

in place.
(the generic name for more specific

approaches to budgeting as Program-Planning-Budgeting System
(PPBS),

Zero-Base Budgeting

(ZBB),

Formula Budgeting and

several other imaginative acronyms) has several key
elements.

If used properly most budgeting systems can begin

to form the foundation of a sound and integrated financial
management system.

These elements consist of the

establishment of goals and objectives at the program level,
alternative ways and their costs for accomplishing the
goals, some mechanism for prioritizing or rank ordering of
the means,

and descriptions of the performance measures to

be used in evaluating the outcomes.
are reviewed,

When budgetary systems

four core systems or procedures emerge:

incrementalism; formula; planning, programming, budgetary
(PPBS);

and

Zero-base budgeting

(ZBB).

An analysis and use

of each system follows noting the system's
higher

impact on public

education.

Incremental budgeting.

Public sector budgeting has

historically been incremental.
factor of

"The largest determining

the size and content of this year's budget is

year's budget"

(Wildavsky,

1979,

p.

13).

Incremental

budgeting does not utilize the elements of a budgeting
system, but rather adds predetermined amounts
inflation and collective bargaining increases)
existing

base.

(usually
to an

last
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Wildavsky
share"

(1979) has developed the concept of "fair

to describe this aspect of

incremental budgeting.

He

believed that governmental budgeting builds on the existing
base which:
means not only the base an agency has established
but also the expectation that it will receive
some proportion of funds, if any, which are to be
increased over or decreased below the base of the
various governmental agencies.
(p. 17)
In addition Wildavsky

(1979),

a great defender of

incrementalism due to his belief that public sector
budgeting is a political process, has developed the notion
that public sector budgeting officials "satisfice."

He

believed that "they do not try for the best of all possible
worlds

.

.

. but, in their own words, they try to 'get by,'

'to come out all right,' 'to avoid trouble,'
(p.

13).

.

.

.

."

If Wildavsky's observations and principles are

true, then budgeting systems will have little effect on the
predetermined nature
fair share notion)

(the existing budget and Wildavsky's

of public sector budgeting.

Even those

who believe in budgeting systems such as Meisinger

(1976)

in

his study on the use of formulas in higher education noted
"the strongest determinant of

this year's budget is

year's budget"

Earle Chaffee's

(p. 1).

Ellen

(1982)

last
study

on the role rationality of the budgeting process at Stanford
University (elements of

incrementation appear to be present

in budgeting in private institutions as well) observed that
"the bureaucratic model

is apparent in Stanford's reliance
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V.
48

on the budget base .

.

(p.

27).

Although incrementalism does not possess the elements
of a true budgeting system,
It

is a technique.

it does consist of a process.

Figures prepared by the Office of

Planning and Budget at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst in 1981

(several other figures on budgetary systems

prepared by that office also will be used in this review)
show the main features of this process.

Only the increase

portion of the budget has to be justified;
fair share is given.

the base and/or

Incremental budgeting is usually

carried out by allocating to each line item (category of the
budget)

an

increment or

Caruthers and

Orwig

leaving it unadjusted in the base.

(1979)

noted:

that colleges following the incremental budgeting
approach do not make financial adjustments for
shifts in institutional priorities . . . they
typically are the results of an ad-hoc
determination ....
(p. 36)
This practice makes many who believe in planning and
evaluation of alternatives critical of the incremental
process.

In times of scarcity of resources this fact may

make incremental budgeting less practical than in the past.
In recent years there has been little justification for
increases for programs.

Many states have limited agency

requests to only the cost of

inflation and agreed upon

collective bargaining increases.

In these states cuts have

been made or the inflationary and/or collective bargaining
costs provided by the states have been less than what was
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actually needed.
on

In these cases

a decrementa 1

forced

reality.

This

savings which, due

have not been examined,
evaluated.
board.

This

led

incremental

to

budgeting

then mandates

the

lack

takes

some type of

of a budgeting system,

alternatives explored or outcomes

institutional

An American Council

of

leaders to cut across the

Education Commission on

the

Quality of American Universities reported "The natural
tendency

to make

greatest danger
(London T imes,
Lindblom
budgeting,

spending

cuts

'across

to quality higher education
1982, p.

(1981),

another defender

that

it

is

in the

the

1980s"

6).

in his classic article,

Through,"' noted

the board'

is

of

"The

incremental

Science of

never possible

to

'Muddling

identify all

possible outcomes of a program nor all possible alternative
policies

for accomplishing program goals.

believed it is
associated with
ends.

impossible to distinguish between values
the means

These assumptions

incremental
191).

Lindblom also

and

led Lindblom to believe that

budgeting becomes

Many pragmatists

the values associated with the

in

inevitable

the public

(1981,

sector

pp.

189-

agree with

Wildavsky and Lindblom and therefore believe incremental
budgeting
nature.
(1979)

is

inherent

in the public sector due

A cogent argument
that presented

some

is put

to

its

forth by Larry Leslie

interesting

insights

on

this

theory.
Leslie

(1979),

in his

very

article

that

examined

the
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financial

prospects

for higher education

examined Wildavsky's
budgeting,

"fair

through

logical

possess

a kind

two main premises of

share"

and

argument
of

in

"satisfice,"

that

political

the

1980s,

incremental
and drew

inertia"

(p.

7).

This

allowed new funding,

to

to continue and become just

permanent

as

government

one's

"is

fair

always

share.

them

"budgets and appropriations

according to Leslie,
initially obtain,

from

He

expanding"

inertia,

although difficult
as

further demonstrated
(p.

8)

and

that

that

this

concept:
"is rooted in Wagner's Law of Increasing State
Activity.
Wagner's Law effectively argues that
due to the demand for social progress public
expenditures grow at a rate faster than the rate
of growth of the economy".
(p. 9)
These two aspects of Leslie's argument

led him to believe

that, although enrollments will decline, a basic level of
support will always be provided by state governments to
their

systems

placed

of

higher education.

in the context

of Baumol's

growth discussed earlier
forecast for at

theory of unbalanced

leads to a somewhat optimistic

least the financial prospects

higher education.
historically

Leslie's assumption when

If public sector

incremental,

There are several

budgeting had not been

this "optimism" may not

Incremental budgeting

prepared and

and

However,

exist.

advantages and disadvantages to

incremental budgeting.
understood

of public

is easily

therefore still widely accepted.

many believe it is politically oriented,

it does
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not look at old or irrelevant programs, and it is not
practical

during

Lindblom

(1981)

stringent

times.

Wildavsky

would quickly agree

(1979)

that due

and

to

incrementalism's simplicity

it

therefore widely accepted.

It provides for an easily

determined
and

starting point and makes budget preparation easy

inexpensive in terms of people hours.

Schick
and

(1966,

Lyden

1969,

(1975)

mainly due to
does not

1971,

would agree

its political

it may

during

60

percent

of

the

in

it has

nature.

1976,

"bad"

1977)

connotation

Since incrementalism

irrelevant programs,

technique

its

non-growth

it

times.

is

Be

that

the

in the public sector even

state appropriation
formulas

of

state

an

funding

1968,

inflation

"are used

institution's

p.

costs

to

107).

to determine

appropriation.

Massachusetts'

in practice

some degree

formula

to

roughly
The

to

remainder

incremental
formula
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basis"

still

plugs

for support categories which also
incrementalism to

budgetary system for higher education.
to say that

a

its higher education

is determined on an

provides an element of

in

a

state of Washington, which uses

those

(Fischer,

(1973,

education.

the

determine
system,

that

Many such as

incremental budgeting may always be

higher
In

Pyhrr

stringent or

predominate budgeting
for

1973),

look at old and often

not practical
as

is easily understood and

incremental

the Commonwealth's
It may be

very true

budgeting can be

in every state's system of

found

public higher
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education.

The reliance on incremental budgeting in the

public sector may be so ingrained in the nature of the
sector due to the advantages noted that it will always be
used

to some degree.
Formula budgeting.

Formulas in use in public higher

education date back to the early 1950s,

and appeared to have

started with the University of California's development of
its faculty-staff formula.

Moss and Gaither

(1976)

noted

that the best understandable definition of a budget formula
is James L.

Miller,

Jr.'s in his work on formulas which was

probably the forerunner of all studies on formulas.

Miller

stated:
a budget formula is an objective procedure
whereby quantitative data dealing with the
relationships between programs and costs are
manipulated in such a manner as to arrive at an
estimate of future budgetary requirements.

(p.
There
all

549)

are many

variations

of

found.in the technical

mechanical,

aspects

of

observed that "Formulas
uniformity.
future"
borne

.

.

(p. 48).

out

at

.

and mathematical,
formula process.

tend

even
Lederle

(1976)

to standardize and produce

formulas appear to be the way of the
Lederle's

least

for his

divergent focus however
dissertation

the

this definition and they are

(1975)

formula budgeting.

(1976)
own

observation

state of

has

been

Massachusetts.

One

is provided by Meisinger who did his

and other
Meisinger

research on

the politics of

(1976) believed:
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although formulas appear on the surface to be
merely mathematical relationships applied to
certain "what if" situations, they are really a
combination of technical judgments and political
agreements.
(p. 2)
He defined formulas along technical
they are complex,

lines, but noted that

imposed on institutions and are used as

"an aid to calculation for generating and reviewing
institutional
What

is more

budget

requests

important

or

parts

in Meisinger's

thereof"

(p. 5).

(1976) work to the

future understanding and use of formulas

is his evidence

that support a formula budgeting behavior that is heavily
influenced by power politics.
of this

He provided further evidence

in the description of his four functions of

budgetary formulas.

These functions reduced complexity,

provided for accommodations,

set limits on the size of the

increment of the total budget and determined the "fair
share"

(Wildavsky,

1979,

p. 21).

Meisinger's work appeared

to conclude that there are many similarities between
formulas and incrementalism,

so much so in fact that even

Wildavsky maybe proud.
This fact relating to inflationary increase has been
mentioned in the preceding section, but maybe should be
expanded using

Massachusetts

instructions that accompanied

as

an example.

the

The

Massachusetts Board

of

Regent's fiscal year 1985 budget package resembled
incrementalism in several

respects.

The basic strategy for the submission of the
maintenance budget portion of the request is the
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use of historical appropriations from FY84 as the
basis for presenting the FY85 budget.
The
formula provides for a specific inflation
index ....
(Finnegan, 1983, p. 1)
A 1976 report by the Michigan State Education
Department on formula mechanisms used to fund public college
and universities found that two states.
a formula to fund CUNY only)

New York

and Wisconsin

(which used a

formula to fund the University of Wisconsin only)
incremental budgeting in their formulas;

(which used

used

the "previous

year's operating budget becomes the base to which additional
requests
well

.

.

.

are added" (p.

as work done by Gross

states

(23

7).

(1973)

In the same survey as
and Leslie

of the 25 using formulas)

incremental

Part

developments

I

Massachusetts

technique as did New York and Wisconsin

which appears to be contradictory to Leslie's
Leslie's

most

use the zero base

technique upon which to build their formulas.
uses the

(1983)

(1983) of his national

findings.

In

survey on recent

in state financing, he noted:

the poignant case of Massachusetts particularly
struck me ... .
While most states that
are changing formulas are doing so in order
to interject an element of qualified
judgement . . .
Massachusetts is embarking
upon a formula approach to make the process more
objective and less political.
(p. 191)
It maybe true that,

although budgeting systems have been

developed to move away from incrementalism and all its
connotations,

just maybe incrementalism will always have a

fundamental place in all public sector budgeting as noted
earlier.
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Francis M.

Gross conducted in 1973 on© of the first

survey studies on state formulas in use in public higher
education.

This study found that 25 states at that time

were using budget formulas;
and 21

21 states applied them statewide

(not necessarily the same 21)

justifying budget requests only.

used them for

The remaining four states

using formulas used them for allocating state funds among
all

institutions in a statewide system.

The use of formulas

to justify only the budget request is much less threatening
than to use formulas for allocating the funds appropriated.
When the formula is used only in the request process, the
institution has more control over the use of data and over
their

impact on internal resource allocation.

Often the

actual appropriation resembles very little the original
request.

If state revenue projections are not met,

formulas

are not fully funded; all institutional allocations are
reduced accordingly or some institutions maybe fully funded
at

the expense of others.

In addition:

Because state expenditures generally do not keep
up with inflation, and/or funding requests for
other state agencies are given higher priority,
the request for each institution is
proportionally scaled back to make the total for
higher education "fit" the state
resources .... (Gross, 1979, p. 2)
The observation that other state agencies'

requests may

receive more favorable treatment was also found in Leslie s
(1983)

study "higher education's share of

declining

.

.

state resources

. higher education's priority

in state

is

finance
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is reduced in most

if not all

states"

(p.

190).

If

indeed

this observation is true then formulas will be funded at
decreased levels,

and that reality must be accepted.

When

funding formulas are used for justification of the actual
appropriation or for internal allocation or reallocation of
funds, decreases in full time equivalent students, faculty,
employees; credit or contact hours generated; assignable
square feet or whatever measures are used

(see Fig.

2) can

have a more direct effect on institutions and their
survival.
Funding formulas came into being for numerous reasons.
It can be said that most of them are as Moss and Gaither
(1976)

noted:
Probably the four most outstanding reasons for
the development and implementation of modern
budget formulas can be generally classified as:
{1} political complexities; {2} the need for a
more equitable distribution of resources; {3}
inadequate revenues; and {4} increased demands
for accountability, (p. 546)

Moss and Gaither

(1976)

concluded that "The politics

surrounding institutional
single

factor . . ."

state that has

funding was probably the greatest

(p. 546).

This

implemented formulas.

can be

seen

in

every

"Budget formulas tend

to reduce or eliminate political competition among state
institutions"
p.

12).

(Michigan State

Education Department,

1976,

The move toward budgeting systems to reduce or

eliminate the political

influence on the budgetary process

has been discussed on several occasions.

Another reason for
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Figure 2
Formula Budgeting

(FMLA)

In greater use among state supported institution
Usually based on some unit of production, most commonly
one or more of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Student credit hours
Student contract hours
Full-time equivalent students
Full-time equivalent faculty
Full-time equivalent employees
Student headcount
Total salary expenses
Assignable square feet

More general technique known as Resource A1 location
Models
1.
2.
Survey:

Decision-making tool
"What if"

Most often used to develop budget requests

Source:
Office of Planning and Budget, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
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the move toward formula budgeting is equity,
be discussed

and it should

further.

Equitable treatment among public higher education
institutions attempts to correct the past results of power
politics.

This fact can be seen in descriptions of all

state formulas.

Be it the somewhat contradictory statement

of the Michigan State Education Department:
equity is the provision of equal support for
state colleges and universities based upon
program differences and enrollment load.
Every
student in every public institution of higher
education enrolled in comparable programs of
instruction by fields of study and level deserves
the same instructional support as every other
student.
(1976, p. 25)
Or the general commitment to correct historical

inequities

typified by this statement of the Massachusetts State Board
of Regents,

who believed that inequities exist in equipment

and repairs only:

•'

the Regents will continue to address the question
of historical inequities on an individual campus
basis through the parity funding of equipment and
repairs.
(Finnegan, 1983, p. 1)

Funding inequities should be corrected whenever funds are
available.

Correcting such inequities should be done

however with qualitative considerations and flexibility in
the forefront.

It does not necessarily follow that the

highest funded program is the best program.
that

in

Massachusetts’

attempt

to provide

It may also be

equity

in

equipment and repair the fact that the highest quality
programs may need more funding to maintain and repair their
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high cost equipment is overlooked.
show inequities

These programs may not

in their equipment funds and may be the

highest funded programs.

The application of this share and

share alike equity consideration of this formula may
threaten individual programs and institutional quality.
Several surveys have been conducted that demonstrate
the widespread uses of formulas.
surveys

from Gross

(1973)

Data compiled by all

to Leslie

(1983)

these

provide a

quantitative idea of the total number of formulas in use
nationally

(see Table 1).

Since formulas have been in use since the early 1950s
and have increased in number,

hovering around 23 states

since the early 1970s, some discussion to their needs must
be given.

As enrollments are projected to decline,

the

reality of this decline and its effects on formula generated
funds must be examined.

Work in this area has been done

nationally in the first part of Leslie's

(1983)

study on

testing the hypothesis "that the enrollment/funding
connection

is

breaking down"

(p. 185).

hypothesis was not supported in shear

Although the
numbers

(fifteen

states agreed, seventeen did not and eighteen states were
ambivalent),

several trends worth highlighting were noted.

Institutions now question at

least

(it has been said that

higher education leaders are often overly optimistic and
often do not face reality)

the fact that institutions can

improve their financial situation through enrollment
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Table 1
Numbers of Formulas in Use

Years

Numbers
in Use

1951a
1963a
19 67a
1973a
19 77a
1979k
1982c

4
6
16
25
22
21
26

a Gross, Francis M.
Formula budgeting and the
financing of public higher education:
Panacea or nemesis
for the 1980s?
Association for Institutional Research
Journa 1, 1979, 3 (Fall), 2.
Allen, Richard.
A preliminary report on the national
survey of state resource allocation.
In L. Leslie & H. L.
Otto (Eds.) , Financing and budgeting postsecondary education
in the 1980s.
Tucson, Arizona:
Center for the Study of
Higher Education, 1980, 26.
cLeslie, Larry.
Recent financing developments in the
fifty states.
In R. A. Wilson (Ed.), Survival in the 1980s:
Qua 1ity, mission and financing options.
Tucson, Arizona:
Center for the Study of Higher Education, 1983, 188.
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increases.

Some states experiences, where enrollment growth

did occur, an unwillingness at the state level to fund
increased enrollments.

Some states placed enrollment caps

on institutional growth, or funded mission and programs
instead of student numbers,

or did not fund growth due to

projected enrollment declines that will occur in the near
future.

Where declines did exist,

observations

can be

seen.

'"No

some interesting

fault,'

'hold harmless,'

'no institution will get less than it got
(Leslie,

1983,

pp. 189-190)

and

last year'"

were salient statements.

This

again rings nearer an incremental budgeting mind set than a
formula budgeting mind set.

Whatever the mind set,

it is

clear that formulas will and have been affected by
enrollments.
In addition to enrollments formulas by their very
nature,

will be effected by quantitative changes in the data

bases used for their mathematical projections.

"Formula

revision must be made from time to time to account for
changing conditions and new technologies"

(Michigan State

Education Department,

(1983)

1976,

p.

13).

Kerr

warned

that

new formulas must be constructed based "upon careful studies
of the distribution of costs as between fixed and variable
by type of

institution"

(p. 4).

This would

indeed account

for future difficulties based on reduced allocations in
those states where formulas used are mainly enrollment
driven.

Kerr

(1983)

doubted,

as probably will be the case,
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that "many states will adjust their formulas adequately"
(p.

4).

However one of the most important challenges of the

future will be for states to do so.
Many have criticized the use of formula, and indeed
there are

important disadvantages to formula budgeting.

Foremost among these is

its

of qualitative measures.

inability to make effective use

This deficiency can have a

disproportionate effect on the academic side of higher
education institutions.

Strom

(1977)

found this to be the

case with budget appropriation formulas.

He found that

funding procedures used to support classroom and laboratory
costs based on a per contract hour was insufficient to
conduct laboratory work.

"This is a bias which penalizes

those institutions which have the larger percentages of
laboratory contact hours

.

.

.

."

(p.

26).

These types of trends lead faculty in particular
hysterical about formula budgeting and formula funding.

The

Faculty Senate of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
commissioned a special

report

(1983)

on formula funding.

describing the perceived difficulties of this process,
Subcommittee on Formula Funding,

In

the

noted that formula funding

had the following disadvantages:
lacks measure of quality of programs or of
fundamental importance to advanced work,
rigidity of formula worked out in a political
^
compromise or pieced together on basis of "shaky
cost estimates from each campus reflecting past
expenditures ....
attention to statistical data ....
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—

excessive emphasis on instructional roles while
largely ignoring scholarship and service.
(p. 2)

These types of concerns as well as many untold ones provide
great difficulties to those who have to live from the
"fruits" of the formula process.

Nevertheless the future of

formula budgeting is unquestionable; formulas will prosper
and grow,

and may be as Boutwell

(1973)

stated "almost

certainly formula budgeting not only is entrenched and here
to stay but is a growing, viable, and essential tool for
educational

planners

and managers"

(p. 42).

Planning, programming, budgeting system.

Probably the

most widely used budgeting system in government—planning,
programming,

budgeting system

(PPBS)—as

its formal

name

implies requires the use of three often separate processes
(see Fig.

3).

Planning as

done for five years;

it is used in PPBS is usually

although some applications of PPBS may

use anytime between five and fifteen years as its
chronological base.

The planning step involves the

identification of goals and objectives,

cost benefit

analysis and policies that provide the basis for
accomplishing the objectives.
termed

Bertram Gross

(1969)

has

these as "concepts of PPBS" and noted that PPBS is

concerned with inputs and their costs,
products or services),
disbenefits)

program effects

and program alternatives

program outputs

(end

(benefits or
(p.

117).

The

planning necessary to examine all of these considerations is
massive and requires well documented analysis, which often
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Figure
Planning,

Major Steps

PLANNING

PROGRAMMING

BUDGETING

Programming,

3

Budgeting

Systems

Intermediate Steps

(PPBS)

Time Frame

Identification of Goals
5-15
Definition of Objectives
Cost Benefit Analysis
Policies to Accomplish Objectives

Alternative Approaches
Courses of Action (Programs)
Select "Best" Alternative
Review & Control Mechanisms

Activity Analyses
^
Organizational Functions
Specific Budgets:
- Financial Plan
- Manpower Plan
- Policy Plan

Source:
Office of Planning and
Massachusetts at Amherst.

1-5

Years

Years

1 or

Budget, University of

2 Years
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could

not be gotten or paid

for

The programming elements

in

of

the public sector.

PPBS

focus on the

development of alternative approaches and courses
This

process

is done

construction

of

to select

of

action.

the "best" approach and

review and control

mechanisms.

Parts

the
of

the

programming elements are usually worked on by department
heads,

but the selection of the best alternative and how the

outcomes of

that alternative are going to be evaluated

usually becomes
characteristic

the domain

of

the higher ups.

of most budgeting systems.

its most severe difficulties at
levels

PPBS encountered

the department and agency

fairly autonomously under the historical budget

(Burkhead

and

Budgeting as used
of

is

in government where department heads had been

operating
process

This

organizational

Miner,

1971,

p.

in PPBS centers

functions

and

186).
on activity analyses

leads to specific budgets

related to financial, manpower and policy plans.

The

budgeting time frame is usually a one to two year period,
particularly in the public sector where appropriations
if

not

used.

This

type of utilization

of budgeting concepts

builds upon the planning and programming aspects
leads one

to agree "that

financial

lapse

of

PPBS and

responses cannot be

developed exclusively from financial considerations"
(Burkhead

and

Miner,

1971,

p.

187).

PPBS has been used widely in the public sector as
discussed earlier.

Believers and critics alike

(Schick to
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Wi ldavsky)
demise

note

focused

of external
promised,

that many of
on

its

enemies,

and

its

the

lack of
its

reasons

internal

that

led

to

PPBS's

acceptance and cadre

inability to deliver what

it had

inability to produce comprehensive and

easily understood analysis.

From 1965 with

its

to

use by President

Johnson

the harkening

of

its death knoll by President

Nixon

through his

Office of

Management and

being

scrutinized

for application

Budget,

PPBS was

in public higher

education.
An

article by Morrell

Office of Budgeting and
University
of

of

PPBS with

(1969),

then director of the

Institutional

Massachusetts at Amherst,
incremental

Although he did not

budgeting

implement

incrementalism.

At

made a move toward

this

state of

implementation of

Morrell

PPBS

could

the more traditional
format.

allow for

the control

Massachusetts

PPBS which

later was
the use

of

incapable

of

the program budgets

not

of expenditures by program activity.

then becomes unmanageable.

In addition

noted that the qualitative aspects

program particularly

into

systems and mandated state

This bureaucratic necessity does

element

(1969)

convert

accounting

line-item

control

not

is

PPBS over

is extremely valid and which PPBS is

correcting.

Morrell

education.

it on his campus,

time the

the

Morrell's expressed one hesitation about

PPBS which

The

at

contrasted the use

in higher

very positive about the advantages of

halted.

Studies

in comparison

of a

to other programs is hard
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to analyze.
colleges

He believed however

and universities to

effectiveness
If

"it

greatly"

is better

precisely

wrong"

contended,

then

a

very
be

traced

the

management
p.

or does
of

is

the

In

PPBS maxim as

fact

the

systems

developed

ways

emphasis

by

analysis

the outcomes

on

if

justify

sophisticated

aspect
and

too

is

to use.

highly technical
PPBS's hay day
most

computer

this

institutions

was

of

the late 60s and early 70s.
use at the University of
early

1970s,

PPBS

."

full

.

and

(Barber,
in

because

for

too

the public sector

In order

to accomplish

the other

implementation of

in

PPBS,

in place.

most

a

In

states

or

in

education.
in higher education mainly during
In addition to its small scale

Massachusetts at Amherst

has been

.

needs of cost-benefit

neither present

PPBS has been applied

. .

Unfortunately,

structure must be

higher

ZBB .

outweigh the costs—

not only the cost-benefit analysis but all
analytical work required for

thread which

often considered

time-consuming

public higher education

PPBS plays

simply evaluates

the outcomes

PPBS

PPBS,

(1977)

of a particular program

the means?

of

of

NCHEMS .

the quantitative and statistical
this

Toler

it becomes "the

rationality

Cost-benefit

the ends

analysis,

or

20)

role.

often statistical
with major

289).

to be approximately right than

through

102).

increase management

the cost-benefit analysis part of

important

can

1979,

(p.

(p.

that PPBS does allow

tried,

but

abandoned at

in

the

the
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University of

Utah,

the

University of Wisconsin,

University of California,
Philadelphia and
study PPBS was
in
the

cost of

and Orwig,

At

Princeton based on a pilot

implement, but

PPBS did provide
total

the Community College of

Princeton.

not

the

the benefit

the costing data

of "a greater

awareness

various University activities"

1979, p.

required
of

(Caruthers

49).

Community College System under the State University
of New York

did some pre-PPBS

implementation work based on

its assumption that PPBS would be ordered for use in the
system by

the state

of

New York.

Toler

(1977)

drew

from his

analysis of PPBS that it will lead to the mandating of a
maximum cost per

student

appropriation

the

threat

of

cost per
funding

to

formula

as a determinant

institution

funding).

Toler

was

is

the state

also a perceived

fearful

that high

student programs would then not receive enough
to maintain a qualitative existence.

believed as

impact on curriculum decisions.

although acknowledging

the

PPBS

of

is

identification

fearful

He

the title of his article suggests

would have an

is

(this

of

that

PPBS will

then

that PPBS
Toler,

"most widespread significance of
true

cost

of

academic programs,"

require the state to provide

funding "to each college based on

its enrollment by major

field

is

of

study"

(p.

7).

institutions

in states

than

request

just

to

This

too

that use

state

a

great

formulas

funds.

to

concern
fund,

of

rather
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Even with all

these

limitations

the

most rational

and

systems.

logic builds from actual data through analysis

to

a

Its

flexible of all of

PPBS appears to be

systemic/integrated approach

institution.

It

forces

consideration

of

the

However

PPBS

is

on

of

the generic budgeting

the key elements of

the

identification of objectives and

alternatives

not without

to

reach the objectives.

its disadvantages.

It

requires

a tremendous amount of well-defined, well organized and
mostly quantified
the

required

information, which

format

time consuming and
benefits

of

in the public
its

focus

is

is often unavailable

sector.

Its process

on mechanics.

higher education which

Based

in

is

on

the

are elusive and on which

agreement

is hard to reach,

PPBS becomes especially hard

implement

in public higher education.

The future-of public higher education

for

the

to

next

fifteen years may in fact mean that parts if not all of PPBS
must be

reshaped

for

use.

Through some

type

of

application

of its parts PPBS may prove to be a workable budgeting
system for

adaptation

to many

Zero-base budgeting.
proclaimed developer
contend

that

described
ZBB

ZBB

the
as

of

types

Peter

of

Pyhrr

institutions.
(1976),

zero-base budgeting

concept had been around
"Budgeting

is supposed to

from

look at all

activities

beginning and have no "allegiance"
activities because

(ZBB)

for

scratch"

the

(several

some time),

(p.

5).

Indeed

from their

to continue

they already exist.

self-

This

very

funding

of course

of
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differs greatly from the
not

even

approach,

which does

look at existing activities yet continues their

funding.

This close examination of all

activities
founder.

is done

The

these.

in

two

fundamental

first step consists

decision packages
orders

incremental

or

units;

Gaither

the

(1983),

of

programs and

steps according to

the development

second

its

of

step merely rank

who described

these

two

fundamental steps in his article on the use of ZBB in higher
education,
the

real

enumerated

six major

amount of detail,

steps which began

to show

information and analysis

inherent

i n ZBB:
Six major steps are involved in zero-base
budgeting:
{1} planning, {2} definition of
activities or decision units, {3} development of
decision packages, {4} a ranking process within
cost centers, {5} a ranking process within the
total university, {6} the allocation of resources
accordingly.
(p. 26)
These steps require not only a detailed process,
great amount of

training for all

involved and a similar

amount of discussion and consensus
direction
All

of

the

on

the goals and

institution.

those who have worked with ZBB and acknowledge its

successes agree
packages

but also a

or

that proper

units,

as

identification

of

they are often called,

the decision
are critical.

The "decision unit" is the discrete grouping of
activities around which analysis is centered.
. . . units of activities that can be analyzed
and in which discretionary decisions can be made
(Gaither,
Depending on

the

1983,

size of

an

p.

24)

institution

these units can
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become an unwieldy number and mitigate
the

later

step

Wildavsky

(1975)

application

ZBB — rank order by the decision makers.

has heavily criticized

to government.

quoted Pyhrr:
review all
proceeded

of

packages"

to ask

(p.

a more

295).

Pyhrr's

for

Wildavsky

change

(1975)

the way

to

to

then

"whether

zero-

in which

traditionally made"

own words

as he

the Governor

important question:

were

its

He appeared to be gleeful

or did not

budgetary decisions
used

ZBB and

"the volume was too great

base budgeting did

again

the key element of

(p.

295).

He

answer:

"The Governor concentrated on the summary
analyses and review . . . concentrated his time
on reviewing policy questions, major increases
and decreases, new programs and capital
expenditures . . . where there appeared to be
problems." (p. 295)
The governor,
incremental

therefore, had

and

Orwig

(1979)

requirements of the theory,

postulated

(p.

51).

(1976)

in

his

said

taken because

constraints
can be

are

taken"

the governmental

This

education),

the old

laws,

separated
1).

(included
a

true

appeared

approach

Due

to

the
ZBB

'80%-Base

to

be

statement "activities where

of

(p.

also

industry practice or

what

Stonick

no action can
other

from these activities where action
to mere

really make zero-base changes
activities

in

that "Despite

be more accurately characterized as

Budgeting'"

be

ZBB data

budgeting way.

Caruthers

might

to use

volume

or

inability

to

in certain governmental

in this are many

zero-base analysis

in public higher
in

the public sector
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may not

be practical.

A modified
realistic.

zero-base budgeting approach might be more

Such an approach was

Massachusetts

at Amherst

1982 state budget
from deans,

was

all
for

its

unit heads

tricks,

and

difficulties due

etc.).

as

its

fiscal year
resistance

to

the

nature

reality of

of higher
tenure and

The modified approach also allows

to play one

do

University of

from the top and

(no profit/reward mechanism,

trappings,

the

That attempt met with

totally supported

suffered from other
education

at

in preparation of

request.

not

tried

Gaither

of Wildavsky's
(1983)

has

(1979)

old budget

noted:

one evasive tactic is to arrange all the items
that senior administrators desire in the "cut"
section of the decision packages, thereby
building in a protective mechanism for pet
activities or priorities in the higher-payoff
decision packages.
(p. 27)
There

also must be adequate time alloted from the

development of

the decision units to the final

allocation of

resources .
Zero-base budgeting has been tried
public higher education either
modified

form.

within the

Also

because

very

is

allow

form,

for

"some believe

that

the

that maybe

to

in programs which the
Gaither

university

is

its

academic areas

little changes can be made due

them to complete.

or

in certain areas

Many have observed

inappropriate

students being enrolled
must

its pure

it has been used

institutions.

zero-base budgeting

in

in both private and

(1983)

tenure and
institution

stated

'different'

and

that
that
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such
p.

techniques

27).

These

are

'improper'

differences

previously have

led to

in many private and

for

and

education"

some of

used,

public

institutions.

some abandoning,

At McMaster University
its biggest

success

the others

noted

limited use of this budgeting system

University of California at Berkeley,
have

(Gaither,

in an

Stanford,

University of Arkansas

ZBB.
in Canada,

academic

ZBB met with probably

setting.

Many analysts

believe that McMaster's experience was successful because
they

faced

an

immediate $2.7 million shortfall.

These

analysts believe that ZBB probably has more success
of

severe

ZBB

fiscal

cutback when

then allows

forces
Until

the hard
this

for

immediate action must occur.

the close examination of resources and

decisions

type of hard

to

"not

fiscal

affects program quality
the

future

reallocation
meet

and

fund"

reality

education in particular postpones

indeed

in times

particular
is present,

programs.
higher

the hard decisions which

institutional

of higher education

integrity.

is going

to

If

require

of existing resources to maintain quality and

the demands

of

the

new student population,

then higher

education might never be able to fully utilize ZBB.
One of the places where ZBB has worked on a limited
base

is

Stanford

University.

This may be due to

that Stanford already had a rational
budgeting process
because

it

limited

in place as
ZBB's

use

incremental

the
type

observed by Chaffee
to

fact

(1982)

the business/financial

or

and
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personnel
the

type of

garb"
of

areas

(Massy,

ZBB

that

(Bennett,

Stanford's

Stanford did not

"has often been dressed

Owen,

own

1983).

Warner,

1983,

implementers.

p.

8)

to

implement

in

foolish

use

the

Stanford's experience

they noted "was done 'by the book'"

(Bennett et al.,

p.

its

8)

and was

successful

because

and because it was pilot
which allowed
also

managers'

expectations

the

who use

process"

the

Massy

the managers
of

areas where

ZBB

found
stated

that

al.,

1983,

the

The process

p.

to

work

18).
ZBB may

20)

that

in order

for

"the full participation of

must be

touted

obtained.

is

that

it

One

of

the

encourages

The University of Arkansas,

in a limited way and found it to be

ZBB

of

(p.

levels.

in

other

et

successful

unworkable

several

found

Stanford

not be met.

also observed

that has been

which tried ZBB

all

in a manner

through which one must wade

(1983)

to be

participants at all

in

users

ZBB could

1983,

its excitement and challenge to those

involved"

ZBB

Its

(Bennett

lose

ZBB process

aspects

implemented

types of budgeting are repetitive,

others
it.

of

of paper

Since all
like all

ZBB.

which

specific approach

for evaluation and modification.

produced a "sea
through

of

tested and

found problems with

words

its academic departments,
it was

tried.

finally abandoned

Their

experience and

institutions that have also abandoned the use

like the University of Massachusetts at Amherst also
it

reduced morale and may even be as

"zero-base budgeting has

Gaither

the potential

to be

(1983)
an
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inhumane system placing accomplishments ahead
(p.

26).

Gaither's

examined—"that

(1983)

corollary,

particularly true

resembles one of

must

also be

the mere

"they must also provide services

as efficiently and effectively as
is

however,

institutions must go beyond

provision of employment";

of people"

possible"

(p.

26).

This

in public sector higher education which

the main

trappings

of

the public sector;

layoffs are to be avoided at all expense.

This mind set

results

service

in the reinforcement of

mentality"

which

productivity.

then

affects

the "civil

the

institution's

What has been difficult for all who have

attempted

to use ZBB,

as well

as other quantitative based

budgeting

systems,

find

the happy medium between

to

is

the

two.
Clearly as the demographic,
pressures continue to
more

analysis

and

increase

that

propensity for
formulas.

play a

take place.

What must be done

in

the

in determining

The boards appear

is

time and

for

implementing

the
of

to have a

systems particularly
these

formulas

institutional

flexible enough to provide

management

large role

the use of budgeting

updated to allow for
be

on public higher education

formalized mechanisms will be needed.

Coordinating boards will
the changes

economic and political

incentives

to be

changes and
for better

institutional

change.

to
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Technological Advances
The changing

requirements

coordination and the use

and data

of budgeting

needs of

statewide

system have been

facilitated by the development and use of the new
technologies,

particularly those that simplify and speed

calculations

and analysis.

These new technologies,

the development of computer operated management
systems

in

the

1970s

led by

information

and more recently by the development of

financial management and forecasting software models
microcomputers
easier

1982,

like

creation

of

effective

PPBS

and

ZBB.

Mayhew

accurate systems

leadership.

of

(1980)

have made

for budgeting
described

Peat,

information as a key to more

Mitchell

overview "Transformations
at

Management

that focus on the need
advances.
its

This

"big

interest

predicted a

in

Issues

"growing

in

for

system-wide

and Company
Higher
the

analysis.

(1982)

Education:

1980s"

for and management

knowledge

interest

noted

of

in the financial

viability of

others,

and

noted

of higher education,

administrators

.

issues

firm,

of governing boards and

.

its

technological

institutions on the part
.

in

Looking

important

ten" certified accounting

in and

it has

comparisons needed by

state boards

Marwick,

the

The use of computers has not only

institutional

coordinating and

for

45-48),

institutional budget planning and analysis

greatly aided

Ahead

pp.

the quantitative analysis required

systems

aided

(Updegrove,

for

.

.

(P»

This
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interest will

necessitate

that

institutions:

Use ratios and other analyses that identify
trends in financial health and operations and
relate to peer institutions for purpose of
comparison.
Initiate intense long-range planning and
budgeting programs.
Prepare financial feasibility studies before
they incur new debt or restructure existing debt.
Prepare strategies and projections ....
(p. 11)
All

of

these functions

effective use
emphasis

on

of

they recognized will

institutional

cost management.

These

require management "to have
accurate,

and

the use

information

systems,

hardware and
the

rapid

(1982)

of

changes

in

technology need
highest

addressed by the

it will

is

This will

require

to be upgraded and

that

computers and

to be managed,

institutional

14).

that

timely,
not

only

these systems

levels.

and

(both

improved due to

technology now being made.

report stressed

and an

computer-operated management

but

software)

(p.

(assets)

new functions will

information

comprehensive"

necessitate

resources

require the

other

Peat's
advanced

this must be done at

Three basic

the

issues must be

leaders:

First, the institution will be increasingly
anxious to be sure that it is receiving maximum
service from the potential inherent in its
computer equipment, and on a cost-effective
basis.
Second, it will be necessary to guard
against computer fraud by establishing effective
controls that protect the institution's
records
from tampering and other forms of misuse.
Third,
there will be increasing concern about computer
center organization and the ability to maintain
the skills required to provide computer services
efficiently.

(p.

14)
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Not only have the new computer
in

the

financial

explosion
such

as

of

and

their

research areas, but

use

scheduling,

technologies been used

in student

there has been an

records,

registration and

academic areas

instruction and

in

student/academic related business areas to analyze
faculty/student
etc.

ratios,

cost per delivery of credit hours,

They have been used in the selling or marketing of the

university

to parents,

alumni

and other givers.

hardware and software to serve almost every

Computer

function

in

higher education are commercially available or can be
designed
In

if

requested.

addition

to

the use of computers,

several other

related technologies have been developed.
developers

of

Center for

Higher

the Western
(WICHE).
which

process"

these new technologies has been the National
Education

Management Services

Interstate Commission

NCHEMS "has developed

aid

the educational
(Toler,

institutions.

1977,

p.

13)

institutions.
on

terms began

to emerge

costs,'

teaching,'

Higher

new tools and

(NCHEMS)

of

Education
techniques

and decision making

in higher

education

NCHEMS has developed standard sets of data

innovations

unit

for

management

and software packages based on
selected

One of the major

among

1973 study of

twelve

These materials allow for great

the part

'number

their

of

institutions.

from the

of

study:

credit hours

others"

(Toler,

"New budgetary

'direct discipline
produced

1977,

p.

per

13).

FTE
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NCHEMS also pioneered work on a program classification
structure.

This

programs for all
categories

structure defined a standard
types of

operations
to

of

a postsecondary education

(Collier,

for a hierarchical
their

outputs.

costs
This

institutional

and

(Peterson,

and

in

1981,

different

information

p.

period,

institutional

programs

inputs and

to compliment
usage of budgeting systems,

institutions

19).

of

This

Bernard

(Fig.
At

the

operational

student and

usually a

4)

type

to "switch

of

or

the

to
new costing

activities"

new

focus

Sheehan's hierarchy
institutions

foundation of
data,

and

data be organized and

led

faculty

fiscal

computers

information systems,

institutional

ways.

data development.

personnel,

The structure allowed

increasing ease

led

systems

institution's

institution's

planning-oriented budget

necessitated that
at

statewide

of management
and

used

they

like PPBS that used planning and/or

the NCHEMS

techniques,

2).

institution as

as elements.

the use

development

that

the

closer examination of both

even

program budgeting

work of

p.

structure was

particularly those

Both

1978,

of

disaggregation of

for

This

institutions "to examine

the accomplishment

objectives"

and

institutions and provided

into which programs can be placed.

structure then allowed

relate

set of

this

to

of

focus

system

which provides

looked

is

on
the

cost,

information for a given

academic year.

From these data
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Figure 4
Management

Information

Hierarchy

Source:
Based on work of Bernard Sheehan (1972) from G.
Lawrence and Allan Service, Quantitative Approaches to
Higher Education Management:
Potential, Limits, and
Challenges.

Ben
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a system of management
provides

for

information

an aggregation

analysis and comparisons.

of
At

these data as well as some
the

which has been widely accepted,
management component
for

of

top

of

projections, modeling and

Sheehan's

system,

is the planning and

this hierarchy.

institution's own data as
of

is developed which

This

system allows

forecasting using

its base.

This

the

comprehensive

type

information system will allow institutions to fulfill as

Lawrence

and

Service

(1977)

forecasted:

one characteristic of the future is an
expectation that the role and capabilities of
quantitative approaches to management will expand
and mature in the years to come.
(p. 76)
Those

in higher education who understand

the next fifteen years must have accurate
systems

in place

the difficulties of
information

in order to allow institutions:

"to come to terms with the three r's of the
eighties:
reduction, reallocation, and
retrenchment" as Kenneth Mortimer and Michael
Tierney have referred to them in their excellent
ERIC/AAHE sponsored monograph by that title
(Peterson, 1981, p. 19).
The National Association of College and University
Business
of

Officers

its work and

NACUBO and

(NACUBO)

leadership

its Financial

Hyatt along with several
higher

education

Education at the
Research

and

also must be mentioned
in

the

several

much

years.

Management Center headed by James
university centers on the study of

(The Center

for

University of

Development

last

for

the

Study of

Arizona and

in Higher

Higher

the Center

Education at the

for
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University of California at Berkeley
begun

to highlight

critical

the

financial

to the proper analysis

projections

and

academic

in particular)

and budgeting
of

plan

issues

the demographic

program directions

These groups have not merely discussed
issues,

have

of

these

the

future.

important

but have provided constructive ways to address and

for many of

them.

new technological

They have

focus

that has

indeed contributed

to

the

led to the expanded use of

technological advances in all public higher education
institutions.

Management must now be concerned with

direction and
be

used

to

focuses

improve

institution

of

these

new technologies.

the

They must

the management capabilities within the

in order

to make maximum use

of all

resources.

Autonomy and Financial Flexibility

Autonomy
Looking

from an historical

that higher education has
state governments

since

1977,

level

p.

4).

"The

appropriations
state

is

government .

education has
independence.
internal

rather
.

."

traditionally been

its beginnings

left alone by

(Glenny and Bowen,

of detailed control

of

low in higher education relative to
(Allen,

resisted all
It has

perspective one might state

1980,

attempts

argued

for

intrusion by government.

p.

25).

to change

Higher
its

academic freedom and

from

These arguments extend
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from governmental
disciplines,
public

to

limitations on the teaching of academic

the freedom to employ,

institutions to be

procedures

free

to the ability of

from state bureaucratic

in procurement and detailed budgetary and

administrative government oversights.
(1972)

argued

(p.

on

1)

that

higher

this

"Autonomy

education's

Dressel

fathered

and Faricy

irresponsibility"

past.

Higher education has traditionally acknowledged the
authority of governments,
which have either

particularly state governments

implicit of explicit constitutional

authority for providing higher education,
precisely regulate
remainder of

the

it.

Floyd

1980s and

to control

or more

(1982) believed that for

1990s

state policies

the

for higher

education will be more complex and difficult to address than
in previous
financial
most

of

1)

(1983)
of

(p.

1).

Based

on

the

enrollment

and/or

difficulties projected through this decade and

the next,

Mingle
(p.

years

higher education has begun again,

noted,

certain

to question

state

the

as

"wisdom and efficacy"

limitations.

This has been especially true due to the movement to
"control" higher
early 1970s.

education as

Folger quoted

seen

in the

Millard

several

legislature

to higher education not only has

probably will

continue

reasons

for

to

increase"

this control.

1960s and

(1977) who believed that

"the purview of overview function of the
relation

late

(p.

in

increased but

36).

There

In Michigan,

were

control

took

84

the

form

certain

in

1971 of

(activist)

restricting budgetary expenditures
faculty,

staff

the Michigan Constitution of
autonomous

corporate bodies

language added

in

and

students.

1964 provided
for

1971 stated

for

for

Although
strong

each public university,

that:

Sec. 16.
No part of any appropriation made by
this act may be used for the payment of any
salary or wages to any faculty member or other
employee or for the education of students
convicted of the offense of interference with
normal operations of any public institution of
higher education ....
Sec. 18.
. . . the net general fund subsidy
appropriated herein to each institution of higher
education may not be used to pay the cost of
instruction for any student who willfully damages
university property ....
(p. 27)
Needless
of

to say the major Michigan universities

Michigan,

University)
Board

of

Michigan State University,
took

Education

institutional
sections
This
funds

is

type of

intrusion

many

the use of

flexibility,

instituted during
of

and

this
to

type of

this

state appropriated
but still

are other

forms of

same period.

state control

is the

state coordinating bodies.

coordination

". .

.

centralization,

and

force"

believed

integration,

in

Much more subrosa,

institutional

powers granted

(1959)

The universities won,

autonomy was upheld by ruling the above

very direct.

Characteristic
of

State of Michigan and the Michigan

to court.

fiscal

Wayne State

unconstitutional.

restricting
control,

the

(University

implies
(p.

increase

Glenny

some

degree

1).

These

of
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bodies

(boards or

budgetary,
areas

of

state agencies)

personnel,

purchasing,

institutions.

into the

often place controls on

This

type

and capital expenditures
of control

has been built

legislation that establishes most coordinating

bodies.
The Carnegie Council
Education
report.

(1980)

warned

of

such

items as

funding

enrollment projections,
state's

type

two decades.

higher

to make

stated

that

its higher

agency.

in

This

its

this we 11-documented

education's

and

enrollments

the Council

a way

to

in cost

forecasted

terms the

segment similar

education or

the

state.

performs as

a

largely autonomous

better than

it would

The

states may want
to a state

it believed would not be advantageous

as

for

seize more state control.

savings

education

for

financial planners at the state

either higher

(p.

conduct

in fact use this projected difficult period

higher education as
report

state

of higher education and

In addition

that certain educational
may

In

of

in Higher

the Council cautioned against the

underestimating

next

level

this

Three Thousand Futures.

report on

the

on Policy Studies

"Higher

for

education

segment of society so much

just another government bureau"

120 ) .
Folger

(1977)

sponsored by
future

and

the

in his

report

to postsecondary

Education Commission

state conduct

of

the States

somewhat differently.

education must be better understood by

leaders
saw the

Higher

legislative

leaders
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in order for them to assist in the planning and policy
issues

that must be confronted.

must do without getting
of either

the

This

involved

the state

in the

statewide system or

legislatures

internal management

individual

institutions.

In many states Folger and others believe the states will do
this.

After all

legislators will appear unpopular if they

act on decisions of retrenchment and

internal

rea 11 ocation--the decisions of the future.
politically safe therefore
decisions,

resource

It will be

for them to leave these types of

necessary during periods of stable or declining

enrollments
individual

and

scarce resources,

legislators may act

Folger projected that due

to

to educators.

for

their "home"

The three

institution,

these circumstances higher

education may indeed receive more autonomy from
this decade.

While

legislators

selected states display realities of

Folger's prophecy.

Financial Flexibility
If

indeed

institutional
education,

the pendulum

is

swinging toward

increased

or system-wide autonomy in public higher

one major benefit will be greater

financial

flexibility.
Legislators are

interested

with an eye toward using
savings

in

the

discussions on

long

run.

the

in

increasing flexibility

flexibility

to bring about cost

Campus officials are

flexibility to enhance

interested

the campus's

ability

in

v
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to act

in a timely manner,

particularly on appointments of

key faculty and administrators.
have realized cost savings

Additionally the campuses

from energy

Not only to maximize these savings,
expand on them,

campuses

improvement projects.

but also to continue and

feel more fiscal

flexibility is

needed.
The permanent personnel

and the utility accounts are

usually discussed for more flexibility because of controls
placed
state

on

those

two accounts by various budget committees of

legislatures.

In many states before

institutions can

transfer funds to and from these as well as the other
accounts
approval

permission must be obtained.
is needed only from the

trustees.
driven

Since higher

and

the

second

The
from

largest expenditure is for utilities,

autonomy and

for

the

states

institutional board of

in particular greatly reduce

internal

flexibility.

Education Commission of the

the Fund

some

education budgets are personnel

restrictions on these accounts
institutional

In

states with support

Improvement of Postsecondary Education

is examining the cost effectiveness of public higher
education's

resources.

that can be made

to

They are

"identifying modifications

state budget practices

in order

to

enhance the ability of colleges and universities to achieve
their

educational

commission

found

changes

their

in

purposes"

(Hyde,

1983,

p.

20).

The

that although only "a few states have made
budget

practices,

.

.

. many

are
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contemplating what might be done in their own situations"
(p.

20).

Additional

work being done by Folger

(1983)

examines the financing of quality in public higher education
during

a "period of austerity"

(p.

that "most state higher education
whether

109).

His work found

financing procedures,

formula based, program oriented, or incremental do

not deal with quality issues directly"

(p 122).

The issue

of quality is indeed a major consideration that must be
addressed when financial changes are made.
One example of statewide changes made occurred in
Colorado.

The public institutions in Colorado with major

assistance from the University of Colorado, and the state's
business community negotiated with the state legislature a
Memorandum of Understanding

(MOU)

in the spring of 1981.

The MOU became effective with the beginning of the fiscal
year 1982 which began in July.
key elements,

McCoy

(1983)

Although the MOU has five

stated that it centers on the

transfer of responsibility "for financial management from
the legislature to the institutional governing boards"
(p.

157).
A major budgetary change now exists in Connecticut.

The University of Connecticut only has been engaged in "an
experiment"

that allows

it to retain its tuition income.

The tuition is invested and the interest earned is used by
the

institution.

The "experiment" has been so successful

that it will be expanded to include all public institutions
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in

Connecticut

(Hartly,

1984).

Nationally as well
interest in increasing
budgetary changes.

institutional

Mingle

to provide for greater
which

there appears

(1983)

in some states

to be

flexibility even beyond

described

institutional

several

flexibility.

attempts
Maryland,

traditionally has been very "controlled" by its

legislature and executive agencies,
advantages

of

flexibility.

This

hoc committee examining changes
accountability.
public

This

look at the

is being done through an ad

in budgetary policies and

committee,

institution members,

began to

composed of

began work

state and

in early

1983.

In Kentucky, House Bill 622 was enacted in the 1982
legislative session.
study by outside
Brown,

Jr.).

That bill

consultants

funded by the

The study noted

that

improving management practices
was

Kentucky's

bureaucracy.

state
Bill

resulted from a management

the

procedures"

and

regulations and

primary obstacle

the nature

622 has been considered "a

a

(Mingle,

(John Y.
to

in public higher education

statute that reversed four decades
centralization

Governor

of movement

of

the

landmark
toward state

steady growth of bureaucratic rules and
1983,

In Wisconsin, known

p.

for

officials from the state and

45).

its progressive public sector,
the

University of Wisconsin

system have worked toward the deregulation of public higher
education.

This

resulted

purchasing,

equipment

in

1981 of more

acquisition and

flexibility

other

support

in

related
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areas.
In the state of Washington discussions are being held
on several financing options for the state's public
institutions.
control

Fischer

(1983) described two mode1s of state

in higher education.

They vary from the state

agency model with very little flexibility to the current
Washington state model with some flexibility in budgeting,
but very accountable financially to the state.
related model

The state-

is very similar in Fischer's opinion to the

Colorado's MOU arrangement;

Leslie

(1983)

Colorado model as the free market model.

referred to the
Fischer's free

market model would be a corporate type model.

Each state

institution would be granted independent non-profit status.
Funds from the state would be provided through a third party
based on contractual agreements for number of students
served and for specific programs and services.
Exploration of flexibility by these states early in the
1980s may give credence to the statement that there appears
to be a climate for change in public higher education.

This

climate may encourage a move from the centralization of the
mid to late 1970s to more institutional autonomy and
internal

flexibility for the 1980s and 1990s.

Another big push for increased financial flexibility is
the dawning of

the management era in higher education or as

Rourke and Brooks
revolution."

(1966)

called it "the managerial

This era first started in private higher
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education as many of
difficulties
education.
in his

twelve

Dickmeyer

(1981)

of

(1980)

examined

His

examined

institutional

independent

dissertation.

all

financial
Dickmeyer

stress

management

tools

in

the complexities

of

Greater flexibility would greatly
of

these complexities.

stress

in the early 1980s that

in higher education.

(1982),

Frances

the complexity,

effective and

flexibility

in California for his

Many studies have been done

(1982),

increased

findings demonstrated

in the handling

examined

financial

financial conditions.

financial

institutions

financial management.
assist

increased

a few years earlier than public higher

analysis

Stephens

them suffered

(1982),

Collier

just

to

name a

few

risks and necessity of more

flexible financial management.

To accomplish

better financial management and overall more effective
management

institutions

are examining and

and computerization at all
Keller
actual

(1983)

organizations
state"

(p.

difficult
two

other

41).

levels.

defined management

direction—of

organizations
than the

as "the

....

state what

Creating better

and critical

using data systems

study—and

Management

statecraft

management

is

is

in

the

particularly

The

first

is

that public

higher education is in the public sector and has been

education

to

to

to public higher education because of

intrinsic characteristics.

created and

is

nourished by

it.

This makes public higher

some ways more complex

than its sister
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institutions
turbulent
needed

for

yesterday
business

in the private sector,

times."
these

Drucker

times and

for

is particularly
service

(1980)
the

particularly during
examined

the management

future.

"Sloughing

important

institution"

(p.

these days for

44).

off

the non¬

Abandonment

has

been

particularly difficult for public higher education, but now
to retain everything also

is too costly.

education managers must be

Public higher

trained and committed

to this new

necessity.
Another major

characteristic

education management
Dressel

(1981)

is

that

the nature

aptly described

it

of
at

affects better higher
the

academy

itself.

its worst:

The professoriate is not immune to fallibility
and venality, and sheer incompetency is not
uncommon.
Fragmented by specialization, egotism,
and idiosyncrasies, a college or university
faculty is unable to agree on purposes, goals,
and policies and to demonstrate accountability in
the use of resources unless some form of central
administration succeeds in bringing harmony and
unity out of the prevailing discord and
fragmentation.
(pp. 2-3)
Central

administration must address this crucial

element

of

the nature of the academy, and at the same time move rapidly
toward better management.
brave managers

this

Without competent,

task may be

respected and

impossible.

Although the changes described have been made,

public

higher education still must do more if it is going to meet
the predictable challenges of the
this

period

those

in and

education must work

1980s

and

1990s.

During

those concerned about public higher

to make

the

1980s and

1990s a period
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marked by the
engulfed

in

improvement of quality,

the politics

of

survival

not just a period
(Furman,

1980).

The

challenges of this period can not be met be changes only
from

the

state

coordination.
from within

from the

Rather

that will

institutions.
foresight

or

state's mechanism for

the period must be marked by changes
aid better

internal management of the

This only can occur

if

institutions develop

in planning and provide the missing

between academic and

fiscal

period must herald greater

priorities.

Foremost

institutional

flexibility for public higher education.
must provide

for

the

internal

reallocate and maximize

linkages

financial
This flexibility

incentives needed to

institutional

this

resources.

CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH

The purpose of
changes
and

this

study was

to

investigate major

in state policies and regulations

how those changes

affected

management

led

to

for each

states

the states' major public

institutions of higher education.
changes have

in selected

It was assumed

that

these

increased flexibility in financial
state's public

institution.

It was

further believed that these changes have and will continue
to enable the major public

institution

selected

states

Connecticut,

increase

its responsiveness to the predictable demographic

and

fiscal

1990s.
assist

(Colorado,

in each of

and Kentucky)

stresses higher education will

Further

the three

face through the

it assumed that these changes will

the major public

institution

but could also assist public

in

not only

the selected states,

institutions

in other

states,

to better handle the financial difficulties they will face
in

the

near

future.

In order
the common

to verify the

threads

and outcomes of

discussed with chief
fiscal
moved
higher

latter assumption,

fiscal

a review of

the case studies were

officers

in other

states.

These

officers were selected because their states have not
toward

increasing flexibilities for their public

education

although

institutions.

It

should be noted

that

these states have not implemented new ways to
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increase

financial

flexibilities most of them are

consideration and discussion stage about
flexibilities.
Illinois,

At

least two chief

Maryland,

increased

institutions

in

at

end

of

studies.

was

used.

selected

to conduct

The case

The

three

Their comments are

the Study

this research the case

studies examined

study method

the changes made

states and how those changes

institutional

in

this chapter.

Organization of

In order

fiscal officers

flexibilities obtained by the

the case

the

increased

Massachusetts and New York shared their

views on the

summarized

in the

led

in

the

to greater

flexibility at each state's major university.

states

and

their major

universities are:

Co 1orado--the University of Colorado at Boulder;
Connecticut--The
Kentucky—the

University of Connecticut at

University of

Storrs;

and

Kentucky.

Case Study Method
Each case
its major

study provides background on

institution prior

describes the

impediments to

the changes as well
regulations
involved

to

the changes.

financial

as discusses the

the state and
The case

study

flexibility before

state

laws and

that were affected by the changes.

The process

in bringing about the changes were analyzed and

the
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types of persons
relationship to
The case
state.

Some

involved

study examined appropriate
issues

that were explored

within

the

current

issues

are:

in each

the effect

accounting regulations had on the major

how appropriation reversions were mandated;

tuition revenues were handled;
restrictions

their

lawmakers were examined.

state purchasing and
institution;

in affecting the change and

served

of

fiscal

as disincentives for better management

institutions.

status

and how other

how

Each case

the changes;

if

includes the

the changes were

incentives or disincentives to the
possibility of continued

study also

institutions;

and

the

flexibility in each state.

The

overview will discuss the feasibility of the application of
these

flexibilities

to other

similarities of the case
could benefit other

state

institutions.

The

studies and how these case

studies

public higher education institutions are

discussed.

Gathering of Data
The

three

states were selected because they displayed

the greatest willingness

in recent years to provide

flexibility as exhibited by the changes already made.
these case studies are
their

applications,

sources.

intensive analyses of

data were gathered

Sources consisted of,

written material

on

the changes and

from a variety of

but were not

the changes and

Since

limited

to,

all

institutions within the
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last two years,
regulations,
national

interviews with key state,

association personnel,

research.
and

review of applicable state laws and

and were constructed

trends and

taken place.
state's

the

increases

for other

discussed with selected
increased

included at

The need

for

based

public
One

Panel

in

to

lack

in Flexibility

will

in

economic and political

particularly those

institutions

face through the 1990s.

the past

Several

few years have demonstrated

increase fiscal

a

flexibilities of private

institutions.

such study was conducted by the

(HEP),

an ongoing

American Council

on

Higher

Education

research program created by

Education.

reported by Gomberg and Atelsek
United

in states that

this chapter.

on the demographic,

studies conducted

and

is

flexibility has been documented

the public sector,

particular need

institutions

the end of

realities higher education,
in

state

these

The views of the chief fiscal

Recent Trends

II

to show

in flexibility that have

fiscal officers

flexibilities.
are

Chapter

in order

The possibility of the application of

innovations

officers

and results of existing

Data were collected and analyzed by each state

institution,

similar

university and

HEP's

1981 survey,

(1981),

was

the
as

funded by the

States Department of Education and jointly conducted
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by the American Council on Education and the National
Association of Colleges and University Business Officers.
The purpose of the survey was to collect previously
unavailable finance data and report observable trends.

Two

observable trends related to financial flexibility in higher
education were observed by the HEP survey.

HEP found that

while private colleges had increased their budget
flexibility and reduced their long-term financial risk (as
determined by an analysis of their fixed budget
responsibilities,
their budget

"public

flexibility"

institutions . . . have
(p. 9).

limited

Statistics analyzed on

the ratio of salaries to expenditure "seem to indicate the
increasing tendency of public institutions to receive public
appropriations

requiring

budgetary

stringency"

(p. 15).

Although this study excluded data from the major research
universities, this research contended that these two
observations would apply to those public institutions as
well.

This study,

therefore,

seems to support the move

toward

increased state control prior to the 1980s.

An examination of this increased state control on
public higher education was conducted by J.

Fredericks

Volkwein of the State University of New York at Albany.
This national survey, entitled "State Financial Control
Practices in Public Universities," yielded significant
results that were presented to the Association for the Study
for Higher Education at its March 1984 meeting.

Volkwein s
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study documented an increase in federal and state
regulations, which were mainly aimed at cost containment.
Volkwein outlined how these cost containment efforts
affected the major public research institution in forty-nine
of the fifty states

(the researcher excluded Alaska).

Volkwein believed that these increased regulations had to do
with the loss of the "public trust," which began affecting
public higher education in the late 1960s.

Additionally his

research documented a growth in regulation and control which
came from all three branches of government:

the

legislative, the executive, and the judicial.

(Chapter

II

of this research also documents examples of growth in state
regulations from all

three branches of government.)

This

type of increased control has resulted in overlapping
reviews of public institutions' expenditures at all
Volkwein's 1984
study he conducted

levels.

research was an expansion of an earlier

in 1982.

That study examined the

budgetary control practices in fifteen states.

A

significant finding in Volkwein's 1982 study was the belief
on the part of the chief fiscal officers of the major state
universities that public institutions were heavily
overburdened with state controls.

In fact, they reported

that they would be willing to surrender "5% to 10-s of their
resources in order to be free of line item controls and
external

pre-audit of expenditures"

(1984,

p. 3).

This

observation was also gleaned from several of the interviews
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conducted for this research, and highlighted in the
Connecticut case

study.

Volkwein s 1984 study attempted to address the question
of the cost effectiveness of state controls on the major
research and doctoral
states.

institutions in each of the forty-nine

He hypothesized that,

regulations,

the lower state controls and

the less the administrative elaborateness and

its resulting costs would be.

Volkwein's data were obtained

from the use of both questionnaires and follow-up telephone
interviews.

The follow-up telephone interviews allowed

Volkwein to enhance or verify the accuracy of the fiscal and
personnel control practices he was analyzing.

In order to

determine if there were relationships among the variables he
was studying,

Volkwein conducted a reliability analysis

which then allowed him to construct a scale, or continuum,
of control practices ranging from states with little control
to states with more control.
scale,

In order to construct the

Volkwein imposed a sixteen item index having an

internal

reliability of alpha .89.

Flexibility/Control

The results of this

Index is shown in the Table 2.

(The

states that are the subject of this research are highlighted
on the Index.)
Volkwein's ranking of each of the forty-nine states on
the

Index of Flexibility/Control

is further enhanced by his

comparison of each state for two selected years.

Kentucky

is rated as number one, not only because of its current
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Table 2
Index of Flexibility/Control

1983 State Ranking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Kentucky

Vermont
Alabama
New Hampshire
Michigan
Iowa
Pennsylvania
Indiana
Maine
Minnesota
Idaho
Mississippi
Missouri
Ohio
Utah
Delaware
New Mexico
Texas
Georgia
Louisiana
Colorado

Rhode Island
New Jersey
Tennessee
California
Oklahoma
Nevada
Washington
Arizona
Arkansas
Nebraska
Wyoming
Oregon
Wisconsin
North Dakota
Illinois

Montana
Massachusetts
Connecticut

Virginia
South Carolina

Index of Flexibility/Control
1980
1983

53
57
56
56
55
54
53
53
52
52
49
52
47
51
51
50
52
49
48
48
28
46
45
46
44
45
44
43
42
41
41
41
41
36
40
38
39
37
29
29
28

57
57
56
56
55
54
53
52
52
52
51
51
51
51
51
50
50
49
48
48
47
46
45
45
44
44
43
43
42
41
41
41
40
40
39
38
38
37
35
29
27
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Table 2 - continued

1983 State Ranking

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

West Virginia
Florida
Maryland
South Dakota
Hawaii
North Carolina
Kansas
New York

Index of Flexibility/Control
1980
1983

28
26
25
25
24
25
22
25

27
26
26
25
24
23
22
21

Index Median = 43.8
Source:
Volkwein, J. Fredericks.
State Financial Control
Practices and Public Universities:
Results of a National
Study.
Paper presented at the Association for the Study of
Higher Education, 1984.
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index of f1 exibi1ity/control, but because Kentucky has
increased

its flexibility since 1980.

The reasons and the

practices that resulted in this increased flexibility is
highlighted

in the Kentucky case study.

Colorado is noted

in Volkwein's study as being the 21st state but is further
highlighted by Volkwein:
Colorado,

"In a few states, most notably,

significant changes have occurred recently in the

balance between state fiscal control and university
autonomy"

(p.

6).

Additional

research on public institutions'

financial

flexibility was funded recently by the Fund for the
Improvement of

Post Secondary Education (FIPSE).

The FIPSE

research was conducted by the National Association for
College and University Business Officers
Education Commission of the States

(NACUBO) and the

(ECS).

The findings of

the FIPSE funded research noted the tremendous increase in
institutional

independence of Colorado and Kentucky.

The

independence has increased the effective responsiveness of
the public higher education institutions in those states.
These pieces of very recent research appear to document
Folger's 1977 prediction that due to political and economic
reasons the pendulum's swing toward more state control
the 1960s and 1970s might now swing toward
flexibilities for the 1980s and on.
document this trend

in

increased

This research hopes to

in the four selected states.

In

addition this research hopes to point out how increased
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flexibility has allowed the major public institution in the
states selected to respond to the fiscal stress they are
experiencing.

As a final consideration,

this study hopes to

show, that although the study is limited to the major
institution,

there could be the applicability of increased

flexibility for all segments (state and community colleges)
of public higher education.

This expansion of the

application of increased flexibilities is highlighted in
each of the case studies.

The University of Colorado:

The Memorandum of Understanding

Institutional background.
is a

The University of Colorado

land grant and major research university that was

founded

in 1876.

It now consists of four campuses including

a teaching hospital

at Denver.

Its main campus at Boulder

has almost 22,000 FTE students.

The urban campus at Denver

enrolls slightly over 9,000 FTEs; the Colorado Springs
campus has almost 5,000 FTE.

There is a system office

for

the university located at Boulder that conducts analyses for
policy development and coordinates the campuses.

The

university is headed by a president and each campus has a
chancellor.
Colorado is funded by the use of a state-wide FTE
driven formula funded by the legislature and implemented by
the Colorado Commission on Higher Education.
state appropriations level

The 1980-81

for each group of institutions
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under a governing board established the dollar amounts per
FTE to be used for the MOU.

These are adjusted each fiscal

year for inflation and are allocated to the institutional
segments

in a lump sum.

All Colorado institutions are organized under a
coordinating board, the Colorado Commission on Higher
Education.

Each segment of

community colleges,
Problems.

etc.)

institutions

(university,

has a separate governing.

Prior to the Memorandum of Understanding the

legislature in Colorado controlled many processes that
directly affected

the operations of institutions of public

higher education in Colorado.

One of the major processes

was the setting of expenditure levels for each fiscal year.
This entailed the state determining the amount of state
appropriations, the amount of tuition revenues

(although the

amount collected by the institution was returned and
reappropriated to the institutions by the legislature), the
indirect cost recoveries collected,

and other cash that was

collected by the institutions from their auxiliary services.
The legislature determined based on the revenue projections
outlined by the institutions the amount of these revenues
that could be spent in the upcoming fiscal year.

In

addition to setting the level of revenues, the legislature
also allocated these revenues by line items.

The line item

would then specify the amount of funds that could be spend
on any given activity or group of activities.

Colorado's
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institutions had to then spend the funds only within those
line items and the approval to transfers between line items
was difficult to obtain.

This was further complicated by

many of Colorado's institutions being allocated funds to as
many as fifty-two separate line items in the budget.
Connected with this expenditure setting authority of the
legislature was the inherent lapsing of appropriations at
the end of the fiscal year.

As noted earlier many authors

as Levine (1981) have found this to be one of the largest
disincentives to the betterment of public management.
the end of each fiscal year,

At

therefore, money that had been

allocated to each of Colorado's public institutions which is
not spent, reverted to the state general coffers, and were
no

longer available for expenditure to the institutions.

Additionally, the legislature also controlled the number of
positions that could be funded at each institution.

This

process of position control also handicapped the institution
in being able to fill, even partially,

the number of

positions it felt it needed for any given fiscal year.
The
fees,

legislature also set the amount of tuition,

and other charges for the institutions.

student

Closely

connected with the setting of tuition was the setting of
enrollment levels for each institution.

The setting of

enrollment levels and tuition by the legislature did not
always take

into consideration the amount of student demand,

student availability, or institutional need in the setting
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of enrollment or tuition.

This setting of tuition and

enrollment took away from the individual

institutions their

flexibility in determining the number of students who should
attend their

institutions as well as the cost that those

students should pay.
And finally,
legislature.

control was exercised by the state

Any additional

funds needed by the

institution had to be requested by the institution in a
special

request, which would then be reviewed.

If found to

be essential,

such funds would be appropriated by the

legislature.

This special request process placed the

institutions in a position of always having to justify
additional funds needed and those funds would still only be
allocated on an appropriated basis.

Because the funds were

appropriated, therefore, they would have the same amount of
control with reference to expenditure levels and line item
allocation as would the general appropriated budget.
Closely connected to this type of restriction for
additional funds were the non-state funds collected by the
institution.

Non-state funds

(funds obtained from the

payment of fees and from certain auxiliary services such as
boarding halls and dormitories) were collected by the
institutions,

but had to be deposited with the state.

The

legislature would then appropriate back the amount of these
revenues that they felt the institution needed in a
particular fiscal year.

This discouraged the
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entrepreneurial spirit on the campuses,

because regardless

of how productive and cost-effective auxiliary services
the state would control the amount of these non—state
revenues an institution could spend in any given fiscal
year.

Amounts collected over what the state felt would be

needed by the institution, would then be retained by the
state.

Monies collected over what the state felt necessary

were seldom reallocated to the institution for the next
fiscal

year.

These types of budget controls greatly limited the
institutions'

incentive for better management or better

control of their

internal procedures.

This resulted in a

number of persons within the institution and external

to the

institution requesting that increased flexibility be
provided to the institution to spur better management and
eventually better fiscal control.

Eventually this led quite

quickly to the passage of the Memorandum of Understanding
which gave great flexibility in financial areas to all of
Colorado's public institutions beginning with fiscal year
1982.
Process.

The flexibility obtained by Colorado's public

institutions came with what appeared to be relative ease.
Marilyn McCoy (1983a),

director of planning and policy

development at the System Office of the University of
Colorado described the process in very simplistic terms.
McCoy noted that the process involved key legislators
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working together to bring a more business like approach to
the management of public higher education in Colorado.
These legislators were aided by the new president of the
university of Colorado, Arnold Weber, who had an extensive
business background,

and wanted to add some of the business

concepts to the management of the University of Colorado.
He pushed for increased financial flexibility on the part of
the institution.

In addition, he sought and received the

endorsement of many members of the business community in
Colorado.
Hyde
the

(1984)

in part of his study funded by the Fund for

Improvement of Postsecondary Education

(FIPSE)

noted

that the process to produce the MOU was a little bit more
detailed than it appeared on the surface.

Hyde noted that

there was the ideological commitment on the part of several
members of the Colorado legislature to have the public
institutions in Colorado operate more like a business.
However, two key members on the joint budget committee of
the Colorado

legislature wanted more than that.

These two

key members wanted the governing boards of the segmented
institutions in Colorado to have great control over the
academic and fiscal decisions of their
fact,

institutions.

In

Hyde termed this approach of members of the joint

budget committee "The legislators were advocating a version
of

the market

policy"

(p. 22).

Further analysis revealed other kinds of maneuvers that
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were taking place that greatly aided the process of the
adoption of the MOU.

One key factor was the role that the

Colorado Commission on Higher Education played in the
adoption process of the MOU.
Higher Education (CCHE)

really served as a board agent

between the legislature,
committee,
state;

The Colorado Commission on

in particular the joint budget

and the various segmental governing boards in the

there are six segmental governing boards if in fact

one looks at the local district community colleges and their
governing structures as part of the state-wide system of
public higher' education.

The role particularly of the

executive director of the CCHE was critical

in that he was

able to negotiate between the segmental governing boards and
the legislature, although several institutions also
criticized his role as being more partisan to the
legislature.

Closely connected to this aspect of the

adoption of the MOU,

was the almost unanimous harmony or

agreement on the part of the segmental governing boards that
more institutional

financial flexibility was needed,

particularly to face the difficult years ahead.
Hyde

(1983)

In fact

noted that the governing boards "felt that they

could bear budget cuts better

if they had additional budget

flexibility"

they felt that they might be

(p. 22).

Indeed,

able to do more with less if there were flexibility in the
handling of the funds they did receive.

Closely connected

to the achieving of this close harmony was the open
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discussion and the clear understanding of what would be done
if,

in fact,

the MOU was adopted.

Colorado appeared also to be moving toward more
flexibility in several of the special concessions the
legislature had granted to the particular institutions
within the state.

Three examples of this flexibility are

appropriate to be cited as they were later incorporated into
the MOU.

The first was the modification of tuition policies

that the legislature had allowed the Colorado School of
Mines.

The legislature believed that with the specific

mission of the Colorado School of Mines,

it was essential

that the School be given the ability to modify its tuition
policies in a way more directly related to its cost.
Tuition policies for all of public higher education in
Colorado had been previously set by the legislature.

This

departure to let the Colorado School of Mines set their
tuition policies with the approval of the legislature was
later expanded

into the MOU.

A similar "pilot" that was

tried in Colorado was the transfer of funds by a governing
board among the state colleges.

The legislature allowed the

consortium of state colleges to transfer funds among
campuses for three years prior to the MOU.

The ability to

transfer funds among campuses and even within campus budgets
was later a very critical part of the MOU.

The final

example that needs citing is the request of Pikes Peak
Community College, which was approved by the legislature, to
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transfer funds within the line items of their

state budget.

This three year experiment at Pikes Peak Community College
was later expanded as a very critical element of the MOU.
The actions of the joint budget committee, specific
university and state college presidents, and the Colorado
Commission on education were all critical
and the passage of the MOU.

in the development

Also critical were the results

of the pilot studies that allowed for increased financial
flexibility with particular state institutions in Colorado.
These two elements together led to the final passage within
a few months span of time for the MOU for all of Colorado's
public institutions.

That MOU provided all of the public

institutions with greater institutional and financial
flexibilities.

The application of that MOU,

purposes of this research,

will be applied now to the major

research university in the state,
at

for the

the University of Colorado

Boulder.
The MOU as passed by the Colorado legislature had five

major elements.

The first element provided the setting of

expenditure levels by the institutional governing board.
These boards could establish the amount of funds to be spent
for

the

institutions' general

fund budgets.

fund budgets consist of revenues,

These general

state appropriations,

from

tuition collected, from indirect cost recoveries on federal
and state grants,

and from all cash obtained from auxiliary

services operated by the

institutions.

This setting of
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expenditure levels by the institutional governing board also
resulted in the decrease of line items.

Prior to the MOU

the state would allocate funds to as many as 52 separate
line items.

Institutional governing boards now had the

authority to set expenditures within as many or as few line
items as they determined.

This decreased the amount of line

items from 52 to as few as five.
still

The position control was

retained by the state, however, the state formula for

higher education fully funded
as opposed

to 98% as funded

(100% of the cost of positions

in previous fiscal years).

This

therefore means that the institution could fully fund
positions and that there could be some growth in the number
of positions on each campus.

Very important in this

expenditure setting authority was the ability to roll over
any funds unexpended in any given fiscal year.
meant that state-appropriated funds not expended

This also
in any

fiscal year could be rolled over to the next fiscal year.
More discussion of this rollover of funds will come later.
The institutional governing boards now had the
authority to set tuition, fees, and charges of all types for
public institutions.

This then greatly increased the direct

relating of tuitions and fees to the actual cost of
delivering those services on the campuses of the public
higher

education institutions.

Connected with this the

enrollment setting was still retained by the legislation,
which has kept a cap at the University of Colorado at
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Bouldar and Colorado State University for the past couple of
years.

However,

the other state institutions' enrollments

depended on student demand.

Adjustments to the lump sum

that would be provided to the institutions now, plus or
minus, is still done through the FTE aspect of the state
formula.

Special

under the MOU.

requests for funds are no longer necessary

These requests are now placed outside the

institutional appropriation process,

except for capital

construction requests which is still a separate line item.
Another major change in the MOU was that non-state
funds collected and received by the institutions (auxiliary
services funds and direct cost recoveries) were still
projected

in the total budget for the institutions, but any

amount received over the amount projected and approved by
the state could now be retained by the institution.

This

was a great incentive for the maximization of collection of
these non-state funds.
the

The funds could now be retained by

institution and spent that fiscal year or rolled over

for expenditure in future fiscal years.

This allowed for

many people to expand their entrepreneurial enterprises on
campus and use these funds for the benefit of potential
growth of their services.
Advantages.

McCoy

(1983b)

in her article, "Quality and

Budget Flexibility: Case Example at the University of
Colorado," discusses six major effects of the MOU.
Generally they center on increasing the institutional
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discretion in decision-making and providing management
incentives.

Barnard

(1974)

describes the adequate

incentives, both individual and organizational, needed for
organizations to be productive.

He believes that

"Inadequate incentives mean dissolution, or changes of
organization purpose,

or

failure of cooperation"

(p. 139).

The lack of incentives seen in the earlier scenario has too
often been repeated

in public higher education.

If the MOU

does nothing but increase incentives for better management
and assist in decision-making

in public higher education; it

will have served a useful function.
The six major advantages of the MOU, all of which
appear positive,
1.

are:

Enlargement of the Resource Base.

Since Colorado had very little flexibility in its non¬
state categories

(tuition,

fees,

and other cash funds),

the

institution greatly benefited from flexibility in this area.
The university can now retain tuition and other non-state
revenues above its initial projections.
years these additional
state.

In past fiscal

funds had to be returned to the

This change clearly appears to encourage the

entrepreneurial

spirit.

The university has improved its

system of cash management,

its purchasing/inventory control

(the MOU process decreases the need for stockpiling certain
items to expend funds that if unspent will lapse) and its
receivables system.

In fiscal year 1982 gift funds to the
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university doubled over the past year, "in part due to the
recognition by donors that gift funds would not be replacing
state funds"
type,

(p. 160).

Considering all

changes of this

the university has realized more than $1 million of

additional

funds.

The use of these additional funds adds

tremendous financial
2.

Differential

flexibility to the institution.
Pricing Policies.

All tuition as previously set by the state was a flat
twenty-five percent of cost.

Now that tuition is set by the

institution, tuition rates are more appropriately determined
by the elasticities of the market.
were made
3.

in

the hospital's pricing

Reallocation of

Similar changes also
system.

Resources.

The university now has the flexibility to reallocate
monies

in a much more expedient and direct manner.

For one

reason there is no longer the necessity to spend money by
line items.
to

This allows for quicker shifting of resources

the high demand areas.

Commitments now can be made for

multi-year purposes since funds can be rolled over and
savings obtained in one year can be accrued to the next
year.
for

This has allowed the university to prepare proposals

its Board of Regents'

approval on the release of tenured

faculty in cases of program discontinuance.

It now can

offer severance payments from its own funds through savings.
These types of difficult reallocation issues must be faced
and planned

for by every institution through the early
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1990s.
doing

The MOU is assisting the University of Colorado in
this.

4.

Development of Contingency Funds.

In tough fiscal times when revenue shortfalls could
exist,

contingency planning must be done. The MOU allows the

university to build contingency funds in three ways.

The

university builds conservative revenue estimates and
associated expenditure budgets.

This allows for contingency

funds if revenues are met in a less than conservative
manner.

Another source of contingency funds is a reserve of

1% of the total operating budget.

Interest earnings on

university investments are provided to the president and the
campus chancellors in a 20-80 split.

Of the 80% that goes

to the campus, the generating units receive 80% and 20%
returned by the chancellor for his discretionary use.

is
These

contingency funds can then be used for short term
allocations to spur research at the unsponsored stage,
enhance program development,

to do deferred maintenance or

other much needed, but rarely funded activities.
5.

Management

Efficiency.

Needless to say higher education suffers from
management inefficiency.

Before the MOU time or cost

efficiency management activities that worked, would result
/

in the funds saved being returned to the state.

Little

incentive was present to save money that the institution
would probably never see again.

Since these funds now are
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able to be retained by the institution,

real

incentives for

better management efficiencies exist.
6.

Responsibilities of Operating

Manager.

"The contributions of personal efforts which constitute
the energies of organizations are yielded by individuals
because

of

incentives"

(Barnard,

1974,

p. 139).

reality was a positive outcome of the MOU.

This

McCoy

(1983b)

suggests that operating managers now have the responsibility
to live within their budgets.

Since old ways are hard to

change, time is needed for this reality to become
actualized.

In order to speed this new learning process,

operating managers'

surpluses or deficits are carried

forward to the next fiscal year.

This does not penalize the

efficient manager as in the scenario cited to benefit the
inefficient manager, who often is bailed out by the
efficient efforts of others.
Evaluation is essential for all activities.

The

University of Colorado using concepts of quality identified
by M.

D.

George and provided

in terms of end products by

Stephen Campbell and James Hyatt has assessed the
introduction of budget flexibility at the university.
Although five measurable areas (mystical or unspecific,
based

on reputation,

dependence on program inputs,

associated with institutional processes,
are delineated by George,
use in the Colorado case.

and end products)

three are clearly appropriate for
McCoy

(1983b)

finds that program
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inputs have been increased either by an increase in more
efficient operating

level managers or by the expansion of

base revenues noted

in advantage

1

(p. 22).

Process changes have occurred since university managers
are now able to determine the priorities for their funds and
control

the expenditure of those funds.

These aspects

contribute greatly to increases in morale and provide better
incentives for simplification of processes.

In addition the

university has seen changes in the end product of the
university.

More rewards and sponsored research for junior

faculty are provided through funds from the expanded
contingency category.

Computer capability for both students

and faculty has been expanded and state-of-the-art equipment
is able to be purchased.

These types of changes clearly are

increasing the quality of the end products.
Outcomes.

Wildavsky

(1979)

noted that the budgetary

process is characterized by certain political activities.
Colorado's MOU has encountered certain politically sensitive
difficulties.

As a consequence of flexibility there is

little need for negotiating with individual legislators for
institutional

funds.

Objective (formula and terms of MOU)

judgments are used for setting the lump sum to each segment
rather than the subjective judgments that were used when
individual deals came about between certain legislators and
certain institutions.
interactions.

Some appear to miss these
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There is concern in the legislature that institutions
who now set their tuitions have set them too high in order
to increase their revenues.
Many of the legislators at the time of the writing of
the MOU felt that institutions would raise their tuition.
In order to

insure student access if this occurred,

the

legislature increased funding for student financial aid.

It

is important to remember here that at the time of the
passage of the MOU

(September 1982)

it was anticipated that

the federal government would also decrease their financial
aid

funding.

In

fact,

Hyde

(1983)

stated that "some of the

legislators viewed an increase in state student aid as a
prerequisite

for

the acceptance of the MOU"

(p. 22).

Many

in Colorado feared that if indeed tuitions at institutions
continued to be raised by the segmental governing boards,
students will

in fact be denied access and that state

student financial aid will not be able to be increased
accordingly.

This aspect of the MOU,

the right to raise

tuition by the governing board, may affect the continuation
of this aspect of the MOU.
The MOU did not exempt certain categories of
institutional employees from the state personnel system.
This means that salaries, for example, are outside the
purview of institutional decision making.

It is therefore

essential that the legislature fully fund their own mandated
increases for employees.

Similarly, utility costs are often
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outside the control of the institution and must be fully
funded by the

legislature.

Several political
institutions.

issues have been raised among the

Within the University of Colorado the lump

sum legislative appropriation is allocated by the
university's governing Board of Regents.
campuses over

the method and amount of the individual campus

allocations are highly sensitive.
if total

Issues among the

As enrollment declines or

funds are reduced for any segment, it is

conceivable that inter-segmental difficulties may arise.
Other

issues that need review for possible

incorporation in the MOU are excluding higher education from
the state purchasing system,
the MOU procedures,

including special requests in

and other funding related issues as a

reexamination of the level of state support and marginal
cost use per FTE for

increases or decreases in future

student enrollments.
Indeed,
been noted
increase

a slight decline in student demand has already

in Colorado.

Winkler

(1984)

has noted that the

in "the number of in-state students has slowed

to

less than 1% per year and out-of-state enrollments has
declined

13%

in

the

last

five years,"

(p. 11).

This decline

in enrollment and other elements related to underfunding of
public higher education in Colorado has led to infighting
within the state.

The institutional harmony that occurred

in Colorado during the development and passage of the MOU
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has been lost, and continued

in-fighting has turned the

state into what the Chronicle of Higher Education has called
a "Battleground."

If indeed the

infighting

in the public

higher education institutions in Colorado results in more
state control then the institutional and financial
flexibilities obtained by the MOU will be lost and those
controls will be again turned over to the legislature who
are far,

distant and removed from the operations of public

higher education institutions

The University of Connecticut:
Institutional Background.
Connecticut was founded
School.

in Colorado.

The Tuition Fund
The University of

in 1881 as Storrs Agricultural

The institution became a land grant college,

under

the Morrill Land Grant Act, in 1893, and its name was
changed at that time to the Storrs Agricultural College.
Several other name changes followed.

In 1933 the

institution became known as Connecticut State College,

and

finally in 1939, when it established a graduate school,

it

became the University of Connecticut.
The University of Connecticut has a main campus located
at Storrs in the eastern part of Connecticut consisting of
over 3,100 acres in the greater Wilamantic area.

In

addition to the Storrs campus, there is a health center
located

in Farmington.

Four other regional campuses exist

with a law school and a school of social work located at the
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West Hartford campus.

To fulfill

its land grant mission,

there are several agricultural and marine science activities
of the university located throughout the state of
Connecticut.
Enrollment at the University of Connecticut for fall
1983 was slightly under 23,000 students.

The majority of

those were located on the Storrs campus with over 16,000
undergraduate and graduate students receiving their
education on the main campus of the university.

The

teaching staff numbers over 1,100 excluding an additional
330 plus faculty at the medical school

in Farmington.

student at the University of Connecticut can major

A

in over

85 undergraduate areas, and graduate students can select
from over 45 graduate courses of study leading to a variety
of professional degrees.

Over 3,900 undergraduate,

graduate, or professional degrees are awarded annually.
Problems.

The

late 1970s brought to Connecticut for

many of the reasons cited
states, difficult fiscal
of escalating

in Chapter
times.

as it did to many

These times were the result

inflation, high interest rates, cutbacks in

industries whose

taxes help support the state's economy and

many other related causes.
as most

II,

state agencies,

State funded higher education,

shared

in decreased state support.

In the case of the University of Connecticut and several
other state agencies the state would request a certain
percentage of the funds already appropriated for a given
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fiscal

year

to be returned

budgets caused
budget

for

instability

to

the

state.

These recision

in

the

State General

Fund

(SGF)

the university as well as pitted public

institution and

agencies against each other

in

the

legislative scramble to minimize the effects of the recision
budgets

on

their

institutions.

Additional budgetary controls also affected the
University.
by the

In Connecticut tuition revenues were collected

institution,

invested

these

deposited with the

funds and

appropriated back

to

the

retained

the

state

(the

interest earned)

institution as

of

and

in Florida,

Maryland, Wisconsin and several other states.
appropriated

state

funds then are allocated by line

All
item

for

types

expenditures.
Transfer of

discouraged,

and

funds over

$50,000

between

line

items is

is only obtained by permission of the

state's Finance Advisory Council.

This permission

is

given.

particular

item and

Funds then unexpended

not allowed

to be

transferred

they could be expended)
the

fiscal

year.

appropriated
New York,
fiscal

This

funds

Wisconsin

in a

to another

and

present
other

in Florida,

had

its number of

education

full

Massachusetts,

greatly decreases

the

institutions.

University of Connecticut, as other

in Connecticut,

(where

rollover unexpended

states)

autonomy of public higher

The

item

revert to the state at the end of

inability to

(also

line

line

rarely

state

agencies

time equivalent

(FTE)
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staff controlled by the executive branch.

Positions were

allocated by the executive branch and only the number
allocated could be filled in a given fiscal year even if
more funds were available.

This often resulted in the

university s inability to fill positions needed due to
increased
This

student demand.
lack of autonomy and institutional control

coupled with decreasing resources,

issues,

led the University of

Connecticut to explore areas to increase institutional
financial flexibility.

This exploration led to the

development and enactment of the University of Connecticut
Tuition

Fund.

Process.

The University of Connecticut Tuition Fund

has its beginning in earlier legislations proposed by
various legislators, but never enacted by the legislature.
The fund as enacted was constructed and maneuvered by Arthur
Gillis,

former Vice President for Finance and Administration

at UConn.

Gillis came to Connecticut with experience from

mid-western and western higher education institutions.

He

began his tenure as Vice President with an identification of
the difficulties facing the University of Connecticut.

This

review involved an analysis of the legislative setting and
as Dr.

Gillis

(1984)

stated,

focused on "areas that the

university found most difficult to deal with," and centered
on items over which UConn had very little control.

This

type of analysis led Gillis to focus on UConn's history of
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recision budgets.
subject to

If funds are appropriated,

they can be

recision by the appropriation body,

legislature.

i.e.,

the

In order to minimize the effects of recision

of appropriated

funds and to provide greater internal

flexibility,

Gillis conceived the establishment of a non-

appropriated

fund

for use by the university.

The obvious

source of non—appropriated funds would be money paid to the
university;
funds.

the most obvious source of this money is tuition

At the time of Gillis's analysis tuition funds were

collected by the university, but sent to the state treasury
to be appropriated back by the legislature to the campus.
If

indeed

these tuition funds,

investing these funds,

and the

interest income from

could be retained by the university,

there would be less threat of these monies being subject to
recision.

Additionally if these funds were non-appropriated

they would not be subject to the expenditure controls (lack
of transfer among line items,
position

levels)

reversions,

and control of

as the appropriated funds,

the SGF.

Since previous tuition bills had not been enacted,
strategy had

a

to be developed to allow for passage of the

UConn bill by the appropriate governmental and legislative
bodies.

A reorganization of public higher education had

taken place in 1981 and resulted in a more centralized Board
of Governors for all public institutions.
Governors'

staff,

The Board of

the Department of Higher Education,

surely scrutinize this new legislation.

would
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The first part of the strategy, constructed mainly by
Gillis,

secured institutional and UConn Board of Trustees

approval.

Although the president wanted increased

flexibility,

he was somewhat skeptical of agreeing to

support this concept due to the perceived fear that tuition
funds kept by the university would be deducted from the
appropriated state budget.

In preparing documentation to

support the tuition fund, Gillis focused on several facts
over a ten-year budgetary history of the institution.
institution had received reduced

The

funding over the past ten

years since the budget had not kept pace with the rate of
inflation.

The legislature who had the right to increase

tuition, had not in fact provided the funds from increased
tuition to the institution;

those increases were not

appropriated back to the institution.
state had retained all

Data showed that the

tuition increases.

A description of how the tuition fund would operate
also was provided.

This documentation was presented to the

university's executive committee,
university's vice presidents.

which is made up of the

In addition to these data

projections on the state economy, the impact of the lack of
an

income tax

in Connecticut and the aging of the

Connecticut state population were presented.
Chapter

As noted

in

II an aging population is less inclined to vote for

increases in aid to any type of education.

Following

approval by the university's executive cabinet, Gillis then
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prepared to present the data to the university's board of
trustees.

In preparation for trustee approval,

individual

contacts with key members of the board particularly those on
the finance committee were done.
chairman were very supportive.

The chairman and the vice
There were reservations.

The reservations centered on the fear that the establishment
of the tuition fund would allow the state to reduce its
financial commitment to the University.

This could result

in forcing the university to raise tuition to meet financial
shortfalls, which would then result in limiting access to
the university.
Board

After considering these reservations,

of Trustees endorsed
After trustee approval

the

the tuition fund.
it was then important for UConn

officials to solicit the support of the Department of Higher
Education

(DHE).

The response of the Department of Higher

Education mainly through its assistant commissioner for
financial affairs,
interesting.

Mark Sullivan, was very important and

At first, according to Gillis, DHE was not in

favor of the tuition fund.

DHE's reservations centered on

its fear that the establishment of the tuition fund and its
control by the university might let the "state off the hook
for funds"

(Sullivan,

1984), and that it may result in the

state's reduced funding for all public higher education.
The Department of Higher Education also felt that higher
education was fairing well within recent years since the
increases to higher education were in fact the same as the
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percent increase in total state revenues.

The DHE also felt

that the oversight responsibility for expenditures of funds
might not be present at the level required by state
auditors.

After much discussion DHE supported the concept

and went as far as to propose its own bill to the state
legislature in the fall of 1980.

DHE's bill asked for the

establishment of a tuition fund for all of public higher
education.

At the same time UConn introduced

its separate

bill asking for the establishment of a tuition fund for the
University of Connecticut and its Health Center only.

When

the other public institutions in Connecticut learned of the
establishment of DHE's bill requesting the establishment of
a tuition fund for all of public higher education they
expressed

their

skepticism and did not support DHE's bill,

which ultimately did not pass.

The other segments

(community colleges, technical two year colleges and state
university)

found less difficulty,

perhaps due to their

size, with the budgetary controls UConn was trying to
eliminate.
During the legislative process UConn officials worked
with the Office of Policy and Management

(0PM),

the state's

executive budget office as their influence and support of
the bill was critical

for its passage.

0PM supported the

legislation because they were concerned about the financial
condition of the state.

0PM feared that the state was going

to experience a further crunch and this increased

flexibility with tuition monies might allow UConn not to
need

an

increase

in state funds.

In fact,

Rosenberg

(1984)

identified this as one of the major selling points of the
university's bill.

UConn mounted an internal and external

campaign for increased flexibility with the slogan "the
university can do more with less."
for increased financial
education contend,

Indeed many who argue

flexibility in public higher

as noted

in Volkwein's (1984)

budgetary controls produce waste.

study,

that

UConn and other

proponents of its tuition fund used this argument as well.
The major opposition to the establishment of the tuition
fund came from the state auditors.

Previous audits of the

University led the auditors to take the position that the
university and higher education already had great
flexibility.

Increasing the amount of flexibility might

lead to less accountability.

From an audit viewpoint less

accountability is undesirable.
Public Act 81-468 was passed.

It established a

separate tuition fund at the University of Connecticut and
the University of Connecticut Health Center.

This act

enabled the University of Connecticut beginning in fiscal
year 1982 to "collect, hold,
and

invest and use tuition revenues

income to the best possible purpose"

University's concern for

(UConn,

1984).

increasing tuitions and their

affect on access to the university by all

students

particular concern of University Trustees) was also

(a

The
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addressed

in this public act.

The section

(10.B-105)

allows

that any funds collected which exceeds 2% of the amount
recommended for expenditure "shall be transferred for the
use of student financial aid"

(Public Actf

1984).

This then

allowed for funds within the tuition fund to be used for
financial aid, if in fact the cost of tuition became
exclusionary for representatives from all of the state's
constituents.

The act requires the trustees of the

university to propose a plan for the
within the tuition fund.

expenditure of funds

The expenditure plan must be

approved by the Office of Policy and Management and joint
standing committees of the legislature.

In addition section

10A-107 mandates the review of the operation of the tuition
fund by the

legislature.

The tuition fund

is open for state

post-audit.
Advantages.

The University of Connecticut feels that

the risks it took in the establishment of the tuition fund
are far outweighed by the advantages it has derived from the
fund.

UConn has identified the following advantages of the

tuition
1.

fund:
Tuition Retention and

Interest

Income.

The University deposits all tuition collected with the
State Treasurer.
Treasurer,

These funds are then invested by the State

and all

tuition fund.

interest earned is credited to the UConn

Tuition revenues and

interest are held in a

state non-appropriated account and an expenditure plan is
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developed for their disbursement.

This process now allows

the University to retain all tuition funds and the interest
earned on those

funds.

Prior to the fund all

tuition was not appropriated back

to the institution and the interest earned from invested
tuition funds was retained by the state.

This process has

provided great flexibility in meeting shortfalls.
FY1983,

the University experienced a minor shortfall of

expected
Fund"

"In

income,

(UConn
2.

which was offset by the earnings of the

Analysis,

1984,

p. 2).

Accountability.

Maximum accountability has been built into the
operation of the Tuition Fund.

All

funds are transferred to

the State to be held in a state account.
invested by the State Treasurer.

All funds are

A spending plan is

developed and approved by the University's Board of
Trustees.

Allocation of the funds is made by the State

Office of Policy and Management on a quarterly basis,
all expenditures are made according to all

and

State procedures.

This type of accountability may not appear to be
flexible.

However, this type of accountability built into

the operation of the Tuition Fund has allowed for less
criticism and has fostered better management controls within
the

institution.
3.

Line

Item Flexibility.

There are five major line items within the Tuition
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Fund.

One line item is for Scholarship Programs, which

resulted

from the transfer of state and federal scholarship

monies into the fund.
(and

The other four are Personnel

fringe benefits associated with them),

and Other Expenses

Services

Equipment,

(computer related costs and

Books

telephone).

The University has chosen to use tuition revenues for items
in direct support of student learning,

particularly those

items that had been underfunded by the State in previous
fiscal years (library books,

computers and equipment).

Although there is an approved spending plan the university
can transfer among these line items without external
(executive or legislative)
UConn,

approval.

in its 1984 Analysis of the three years

operation of the Tuition Fund, cites an excellent advantage
of the use of the line item flexibility.
The best example of this flexibility was the
purchase of the new IBM 3081D computer system.
The University exercised an option for the
installment purchase of the $5 million system
instead of leasing the system.
This decision
saved the University over $200,000 per year over
the life of the contract.
The flexibility of the
Tuition Fund (moving the expenditures from
contractual to equipment purchase) enabled the
University to secure approximately five times the
previous computing power at a fraction of the
"normal" cost.
(p. 2-3)
4.

Recision

Proof.

Since the Tuition Fund

is a non-appropriated

fund,

it

is not subject to recision by the legislative body.
Expenditure of funds planned
then available for use.

for

in the Tuition Fund are

"The ability to expend revenues in
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accord
1984,

with program needs
p.

is

safeguarded"

(UConn

Analysis,

3).

5.

Carryover

of

Encumbrances.

Monies in the Tuition Fund do not lapse on June
do

funds appropriated

Fund budget.

charged

to

the

This allows

be continued
goods after

to

University in the State General

for purchase orders

after June 30th,
the end of a

the

fiscal

and allows

fiscal

year

30 as

year.

in process

to

for delivery of

Encumbrances are

in which the expenditures were

committed.
This provides the University with flexibility in
ordering equipment built to certain specifications even
that order may take over a fiscal year to deliver.
facilitates the

late order of equipment

insure payment and
year

accounting

from

if

It also

that may occur

and

the appropriate fiscal

expenditures.
6.

University

Tuition
Trustees
before

and

the

Planning.

is now approved by the
the

State's Board of

Governors

start of the applicable fiscal

admission estimates are realistic,
allows

for better

that will

University's Board

be made

expenditures

from

for

for expenditures
Since many

equipment,

planning aids the order of equipment with
The establishment of

the

If

projections of revenues

from the Tuition Fund.
are

nine months

year.

university wide planning

the Fund

of

tuition

fund

long
for

this

forward

lead
the

time.
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University of Connecticut has provided

that

a greater degree of

flexibility.

internal

financial

Although the tuition has not brought about
independence of this public university,
University of Connecticut with
needs.

institution with

total

financial

it has provided the

increased ways

to meet

its

Now UConn does not have to rely solely on state

appropriated

funds

plant needs,

and

library acquisitions.

projections and a
state allows

for major equipment purchases,

sound

UConn

return on

to plan

funds

physical

Realistic enrollment
invested with the

its resources to meet these types

of needs.
Public higher
example.
solving

A major

education can
lesson

is the

its own problems.

strengths and

weaknesses

into advantages.

This
and

learn a

lot from this UConn

initiative

shown by UConn

institution determined

sought

to turn

in

its

its weaknesses

Additionally much of public higher

education can learn from the strategy used by UConn to gain
support

for

its

Outcomes.

tuition
Besides

advantages noted above,
benefits of

the

fund.

fund.
the

tangible and measurable

UConn has noted several additional
These benefits extend

from

the

meeting

of unanticipated events during a given fiscal year

(due to

line

requests

for

item flexibility)

to

equipment purchases

the meeting of
(due

to better

internal
projections

of revenues and non-reliance on appropriations not provided
or

recalled).

The University believes the Tuition Fund has
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provided an
allowed
manner

incentive to reduce costs and save,

for those saved costs to be reallocated
to needed areas.

New managerial

adopted which provide more choice and
managers

(elements often missing

sector).
Fund

and has

.

.

.

techniques"

(Hannom,

1984)

The most demonstrable effect of
Fund was

of public higher
365 was

incentives to prudent
in the public

terms as "Super-

provides great budgetary flexibility with sound

accounting

Tuition

practices have been

in management

Campus officials have used

in a timely

signed

the expansion of
education

into

June

4,

the Boards of

community colleges,

the

the success

of

the Fund to all

in Connecticut.

law on

This act authorized

to describe

fund.

UConn's

segments

Public Act 84-

1984 by Governor
Trustees

of

O'Neil.

the regional

the state technical colleges,

and the

Connecticut state university "to establish and administer a
tuition

fund"

(Public

(one for each

segment)

of

fiscal

year

1985,

Act

84-365,

will

p.

7).

The

Tuition

be effective with

the beginning

three years after the establishment of

the University of Connecticut Tuition Fund.

All

controls have been built

funds as

UConn

fund.

funds can be
to all

fact

into the segmental

the establishment of

seen as

an expansion of

public higher education

expected,
segments
Tuition

In

that with proper
(some of whom

Fund)

will

Funds

the

UConn

in Connecticut.

the

initial

the same
in the

these segmental

implementation,

fought

of

Tuition Fund
It

is

the other
concept of

the

reap similar benefits from the Fund as
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has the University of Connecticut.

The University of Kentucky:

House Bill 622

Institutional Background.

The University of Kentucky

is one of the ninety-three state universities and land
grants institutions in this country.

In 1865 the

agricultural and mechanical college of Kentucky University
was founded.
mission

That institution began to serve the land grant

for the state of Kentucky.

In 1878 the citizens of

the state of Kentucky decided they would establish a state
institution of higher learning and the agricultural and
mechanical college was separated from Kentucky University
and

re-established

Kentucky.

Thirty years later the legislature changed the

name of the
Kentucky.

in Lexington and Fayette counties

institution to the State University-Lexington,
And finally in 1916 the name of the university

was changed to

its current name,

the University of Kentucky.

The University of Kentucky's 8,000 faculty and

staff

members provide educational services to the current
enrollment of the University of Kentucky which is more than
21,000

students.

professional

The university's 19 colleges and

schools are housed in over 100 main buildings

on the beautiful campus

in Lexington,

Kentucky.

In addition

to these 19 colleges and professional schools there are 13
campuses of the community college system, which is part of
the University of Kentucky system.

The university also
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provides extension services through its college of
agriculture and its various experimental stations throughout
Kentucky.

In addition there is a University of Kentucky

center at Fort Knox and a teaching hospital in conjunction
with the university's college of medicine.
Problems.

The rapid increase in the bureaucracy of the

state of Kentucky can be traced back to 1936 when the state
government underwent a reorganization that increased the
role of the governor

in Kentucky.

This reorganization

created a very strong department of finance and reduced the
number of governmental agencies in the state.
department of finance,

The

in order to increase its strength,

established a centralized accounting system and required all
state agencies to purchase all supplies and equipment
through a centralized procurement process.
In the beginning the state higher education
institutions were not supposed to be affected by this allencompassing state reorganization.

However as state

appropriations to higher education increased there became
the need to centralize the payment of all expenditures
against the state appropriation through the new accounting
system.

From 1936 to the mid-1970s higher education

institutions in Kentucky,

the University of Kentucky system,

were placed under the central direction and control of the
state government through the very strong department of
finance.

This required the university to confirm to all
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bidding procedures and all procurement processes mandated by
the state.

Paychecks for employees were written at the

state level as well as all checks to pay for services
provided

to the university.

These kinds of constraints made

it very difficult for the university to provide in a costeffective manner the services to its students and the
citizens of the state.
in

increasing

The state bureaucracy had resulted

the amount of paperwork required for routine

expenditures as well as for capital projects.

The state

selected all architects for the building of any capital
project on the university's campuses.

In addition the

university was mandated to buy certain supplies from the
state.

In addition to the cost of these supplies the state

charged the university a fee to pay for the stocking and
control of these central supplies.
controls being costly,

In addition to these

they also delayed the start of many

important projects at the university and required a large
staff to make sure items were well stocked and re-ordered in
a

timely manner.
Process.

John Y.

In November 1979 an active businessman,

Brown,

Kentucky.

Jr.,

became the governor of the State of

Upon Governor Brown's election he vowed to rid

the state of Kentucky of political
bureaucratic controls.
and contractual
process.

influence and

He began to question job patronage

favors that were the backbone of the state

The centralized

letting of contracts at the state
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level for all agencies including the University of Kentucky,
was now under review.

Governor Brown realized that higher

education had several management problems and he requested
that the university begin a process to improve its
management techniques.
Governor Brown included

In order to facilitate this process,
in his 1980-1982 budget request to

the legislature a $400,000 amount to fund an assessment of
the management practices and funding
and universities in Kentucky.

levels of the colleges

Many persons within the

higher education system in Kentucky were very cautious about
this assessment the governor was initiating.

As has been

said by many higher education has yet to embrace many of the
management concepts thought of as common place in the
business

world.

The Kentucky Council on Higher Education was given the
management responsibility for implementing the assessment
study of higher education.

With the $400,000 the Council

employed the services of a big eight accounting firm in
addition to a management consultant group.
focused on
Council

The areas

in the assessment were identified by the Kentucky

on Higher Education as being critical areas to the

institutions.

They consisted of a personnel utilization and

evaluation of promotional practices, a review of the
organizational structure of the institutions,
the

a review of

financial management and controls of the institutions,

an analysis of the adequacy and utilization of all college
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and university resources,
to the

a review of any external barriers

improved management of public higher education in

Kentucky,

and an analysis of how educational expenditures in

Kentucky related
institutions.

to the educational mission of each of the

In January of 1982 the two teams of

consultants released the first phase of their management
study.

That phase entitled A Study of the Management

Practices and Procedures of Kentucky1s Public Col leges and
Universities, Phase One reported on two facets of the
management

team's study review.

These two areas were an

objective analysis of the external
that restrained

the

the institutions.

forces and/or barriers

institutions and a funding comparison of
The rather lengthy report found that

there were indeed barriers to better management within the
institution.

The report characterized these barriers as

obstacles to

improved management and found that these

obstacles were state laws and regulations currently in
effect.

The report provided many examples of duplicate

activities being performed both at the state level and at
the institutional

level.

Many of these related to the

payroll processes and to the accounting and auditing
functions of the institutions and the state.

The report

found that those duplicate activities were not only time
consuming but costly to higher education in the state and
resulted in an increased tax burden upon the citizens of
Kentucky.

Many of the purchasing rules and regulations
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mandated by the state required that certain purchasing
activities must be processed through the state purchasing
office and allowing others to be done at the
institutional level.
The release of the report spurred the drafting of a
bill that would free the state colleges and universities
from conforming to the centralized administrative processes
of the state.

All of the state higher education

institutions supported the bill and the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education allowed the institutions to play the major
role in support of the bill.

The initial draft bill was

very cumbersome and difficult to those unfamiliar with the
mechanics of the state process to understand.

After some

alterations the draft bill found 23 supporters in the house
of representatives and was introduced in that body in the
end of February of 1982.

The colleges and universities

began to solicit the support of their local representatives
and senators for the bill.

The institutions of higher

education in Kentucky had just completed a very difficult
battle over the establishment of a formula to provide state
appropriations

to higher education.

The coming together on

House Bill 622, as it was to be called, provided a uniting
force for public higher education in Kentucky with the
single aim of
effectiveness.

increasing the

institution's management

At the state level several agency heads were

less supportive of the bill as they felt it provided to the

V.

•
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higher education institutions control of areas that were
within their agency.

However

his support to the bill,
support,

the secretary of finance gave

which along with the governor's

facilitated the passing of the bill.

The bill

passed the house within a month and was sent to the senate
and

reported

out of committee the same day it was forwarded.

It was critical
due

in timing because the general assembly was

to adjourn on March 31,
House Bill

1982.

622 came very close to being defeated in the

senate when the analysis of the bill showed that it could
threaten a centralized

investment program for state funds

that was necessary to fund the governor's legislative
package for the state.

However a compromise was structured

that added an investment amendment to the bill and resulted
in the bill passing the senate and approval by the house of
the senate's amendment on March 30,

1982.

The governor

signed House Bill 622 on April 1, 1982 putting into place a
major management initiative for public higher education in
Kentucky.
Advantages.

After

the passage of House Bill 622

several committees were established consisting of members of
higher education institutions and the different agencies
affected by House Bill 622 to determine how the bill would
be implemented.

In the time that has passed since the

enactment of the bill,
identified

the University of Kentucky has

six major advantages of the bill

to its campuses.
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These major advantages are:
1.

Institutional

Purchasing.

House Bill 622 provided the institution with the
responsibility for commodity procurement.

This means that

now all purchasing can be done at the individual campus
level.

The university purchasing director is required to

purchase all commodity items according to the state's Model
Procurement Code.

This code also applies to all purchases

made by other state agencies as well.
university no

However, the

longer has to buy certain items from the state

central stores and does not have to pay a surtax for the
administrative cost for maintaining

the central

store.

The

institutions now have the option of purchasing items on
their

own or using some of the state's centralized purchased

items.

The

institutions of higher education then must do

cost comparisons on which mechanisms for purchasing
cost effective for
2.

Capital

their

is most

institution.

Construction.

House Bill 622 gave institutions of higher education in
Kentucky the ability to select and contract with architects
and other consultants for capital construction projects.
The individual

institution had the right to determine the

specifications within the guidelines of the Model
Procurement Code and can advertise projects that will be
constructed and can solicit bids and award contracts for the
capital project themselves.
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3.

Payroll.

All checks for personnel services do not now have to be
sent to the state for processing and the payment for all
services.

The institution through its institutional

treasurer now has the ability to authorize and write all
checks

for personnel

4.

Accounting

Since

services for its employees.
and

Auditing.

institutions can now make payment for their

personnel and services provided,

there is no necessity for a

centralized accounting system through the state.

House Bill

622 requires each institution to make a yearly financial
report to the Kentucky Council on Higher Education that
conforms with the uniform financial
Council.

requirements of the

The bill requires that colleges and universities

on an annual basis employ a public accounting firm to
conduct a financial audit and a compliance audit that
highlights the institutions'

adherence with House Bill

622.

The bill also allows the secretary of finance of the state
to prescribe a minimum scope of any such audit.
5.

Affiliated Corporations and Foundations.

Colleges and universities in Kentucky can now establish
a corporate entity for the handling of certain funds
received by the institution.

These affiliated corporations

or foundations will have a institutional appointed board of
directors who will expeditiously handle,
control,

certain activities of the

without state

institutions.
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6.

Institutional

Option.

This element of House Bill 622 enables the institutions
of public higher education in Kentucky to select all or part
of the bill for their implementation.

This option allows

those institutions with limited staff and resources to still
have the assistance of the state
that the larger

in many of the activities

institutions are now doing on their own.

This institutional option of House Bill 622 was a key
ingredient in providing total support of the bill by each
institution

in

Outcomes.

Kentucky.
The University of Kentucky has implemented

all of the elements of House Bill 622.

The University of

Kentucky clearly sees its greatest outcomes from the impact
of institutional purchasing and institutional capital
construction

award.

In the purchasing area the university has developed its
own purchasing division which has greatly reduced the cost
of

items previously purchased from the state’s central

stores.

On a yearly basis the University of Kentucky

calculated

that the approximate 9% markup on items purchased

from the state's central

stores,

which paid for

administrative cost of the state's central
by the university.

the

stores, was saved

On an annual volume of approximately one

million dollars in items purchased from the state's central
stores,
year.

the university projected it saved over $90,000 per
Similar cost savings are from $50,000 to $100,000
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were realized

in contract awards on the university's campus

for such items as printing and development paper, chemicals
and specialized computer paper.
define

The university can now

its own specifications for items to be purchased.

This enables the university to get exactly what it needs and
facilitates the timeliness of receiving most of its
supplies.

The university estimates that the internal

purchasing it is doing has saved it over $500,000 per year
since the enactment of House Bill

622.

In the capital construction area the university is now
able to write its own specifications,
appropriate contractors and

award

select the most

its own contracts.

Previously these elements were all done by the state
department of finance, which,
process,

in order to conduct this

required at least one year lead time.

The

institutional handling of capital construction projects has
greatly reduced the contract award processing period which
the university believes has resulted in a cost saving.
From July 15, 1982 to March 1983, the University
has awarded $7 million dollars in contracts with
estimated cost savings, resulting from reduced
time requirements, of approximately $445,000.
(Blanton et al., 1984, p. 25)
In addition to the cost savings for reduced time
requirements, the timely processing of contract awards and
the beginning and completion of projects, eliminates the
increasing cost of many items needed
project.

for the capital
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These outcomes have clearly benefited Kentucky's
institutions of public higher education.

Review with other Fiscal Officers
As noted

in the beginning of this chapter, a review of

the common threads and outcomes of the three case studies
were discussed with fiscal officers in several other states.
The states selected to review the results of the case
studies were Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, and New
York.

These states were selected because as Volkwein noted

on his Index of Flexibility they lacked the flexibility that
resulted from the decreases in state regulations in
Colorado, Connecticut,

and Kentucky.

These four states are

in fact discussing ways in which these increased flexibility
can come about in their states.

This has been noted earlier

in Volkwein's review of how state regulations affected the
public higher education institutions in New York,
particularly the State University of New York.

The public

institutions in Maryland, most notably the University of
Maryland, are reviewing how increased flexibilities
particularly in comparison to other state systems might
facilitate better planning and efficiency at the University
of Maryland.
As a result of the review of the case studies with at
least two fiscal officers in each state,

this researcher

found their responses to be overwhelmingly in support of
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increased

flexibilities

institutions.

In

for their states and their public

Illinois a fiscal

officer

interviewed

the state university system noted how

in recent years

decreased

institution,

funding

had

resulted

at her

particularly because of a centralized board's
equalizing

the

formula

funding

Illinois funds can be carried
to

the

next.

Those

from the next year's

officers

in

would

forward

the

funds

not be deducted

In Connecticut

forward

by the

fiscal

however

appropriations.

the

institutions

saved
from

to

year

are

The

fiscal

retain within the

in one fiscal
their

next

year.

year's

Funds saved

appropriation.

ability to have tuition non-appropriated

was also a potential advantage to the
officers.

from one

In

Illinois therefore saw as a clear advantage the

ability of the Colorado
institution

in

to each state university.

funds carried

deducted

interest

in

Currently tuitions

legislature to the

in

Illinois

fiscal

Illinois are appropriated

institutions.

The ability to not

have tuitions appropriated would clearly increase the
flexibility of the use of tuition funds within the
institutions
year

and

the

ability to

to the next would be

retention of

retain

advantageous.

investment earnings

fiscal

officers.

As the

reviewed the Kentucky case study,
purchasing

funds from one

Investment and

from these non-appropriated

tuition funds were also seen as a clear
Illinois

those

Illinois

advantage

to

the

Illinois fiscal officers
they

felt

that the

procedures particularly those related to capital
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construction would in fact be an advantage to the Illinois
institutions.

Currently some state purchasing regulations

are very flexible in Illinois, but several related to
capital construction needs are more detailed.

The outcomes

of House Bill 622 in Kentucky would in fact provide the
Illinois institutions with increased flexibilities.

The

Illinois fiscal officers therefore were able to see certain
key advantages in their state to the results of the
increased flexibilities and regulations in each of the three
case

studies.
Maryland for some time has been conducting surveys on

how other states function in relation to several categories,
particularly the appropriation of tuition,

the ability to

transfer among object codes, and the ability to retain
unexpended

appropriations from one year to the next.

A

fiscal person more involved with planning within the
University of Maryland system was very interested in the
results of the Colorado case study as permission is required
in Maryland for changes of expenditures from one category to
another within an appropriated budget.

Therefore the

transferability within this budget, as seen in the Colorado
case study, would be a clear advantage to Maryland public
institutions.

In addition the ability to rollover

appropriations

from one year to the next without any form of

penalty would be a clear advantage in Maryland.

Currently

Maryland can retain unexpended appropriations, but only with
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the

permission of

maintain

these

appropriations without

executive branch
clear

advantage

addition

the executive branch.

tuition

for use within
seen
in

the

The ability

the

permission of

the

institutions would be a

from the Colorado case study.
Maryland

to

is appropriated.

In

The creation

of a tuition fund as in the Connecticut case study would
clearly free tuition from an appropriated
appropriated

status.

This would

currently set

purchasing and capital
are

review.

The

the

in the

Kentucky

letting of certain kinds of purchasing

Maryland.
Maryland

were

institutions

in

their

executive and

state

and

with certain

states,

gained

the institutional

serve

in Maryland

increasing

interviewed

in

study should be shared with more

legislative branches.

increasing

and capital

persons

experiences of other
in

time savings in

seen as a clear advantage in

On the whole the fiscal
felt the case

in Maryland

layers of approval and

particularly cost savings and

construction projects,

the

several

in

In addition state

construction regulations

flexibility gained

institutions,

institutions

their own tuition.

fairly strict requiring

to a non-

therefore be a big

advantage in Maryland even though the
Maryland

status

to spur

This sharing of the

particularly the advantages

the

flexibility that

persons within

flexibilities,

increased

interest

would

in

is currently underway.

Three years ago Massachusetts completely reorganized
its

public

higher

educa tion

system.

This

resulted

in more
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control rather than less control
past few years.

in Massachusetts over the

Therefore as fiscal officers in

Massachusetts reviewed the case studies,
them were multi-fold.

the advantages to

Of particular interest in

Massachusetts was the ability to rollover appropriations
from one fiscal year to the next.

Currently any funds

unexpended at the end of a fiscal year revert to the state,
never to be appropriated back to the institution for any of
its future uses or needs.
appropriations,

Therefore the ability to retain

and particularly to transfer within that

appropriation as in Colorado,

was seen as a big advantage.

The transferability of appropriated
advantage in Massachusetts,

funds was also a big

since restrictions had been

placed on the transferability of funds in the two major line
items in the budgets of the public institutions in
Massachusetts.

Approximately 80% of all public institutions

budgets in Massachusetts are allocated to the permanent
personnel

category and approximately 10% of the remaining

funds are allocated to utility related expenditures.

Within

recent years Massachusetts has made it mandatory that, not
only does the executive branch have to approve the
transferability of funds from these two line items, but that
any transfer of funds from approximately 90-s of the public
institutions'

budgets must be approved by certain committees

of the legislature.

Therefore the increased flexibility and

transferability within appropriated fund categories would be
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a clear advantage in Massachusetts.

Additionally the

establishment of a tuition fund, which not only allowed the
institutions to set their own tuition rates, but to retain
tuition and

invest

it and receive the interest from those

investments would be an advantage in Massachusetts.
Currently tuition rates are established by the newly formed
state Board of Regents and approved by the legislature.
public

If

institutions in Massachusetts could now set their own

tuition rates,

the fiscal officers felt that this would

enable them to better compete in the marketplace.

Currently

funds collected for tuition are transmitted from the public
institutions to the state treasury at the beginning of each
semester.

None of the tuition funds collected

Massachusetts are retained by the individual

in

institutions.

Therefore the fiscal officers in Massachusetts thought it
would be a clear advantage to their institutions to retain
those funds and to be able to keep the investment earnings
of those

funds.

The fiscal

officers in Massachusetts

reviewed the Kentucky case study with great interest.
is particularly true as noted

This

in the Kentucky case study due

to recent restrictions placed on particularly the letting of
capital construction contracts in Massachusetts.
Additionally the requirement of certain state purchasing
regulations,

particularly in reference to bidding and prior

approval of expenditures over a certain amount,

in

Massachusetts has limited the flexibility in purchasing and
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capital

construction projects

The

Index

Massachusetts.

of Flexibility prepared by Volkwein lists New

York as having the lowest
forty-nine

in

states

index of

surveyed.

flexibility of

Currently in

permission of the legislature is required
expenditure categories
addition
one

funds

fiscal

in

year

for

all

New York
for changes

funds appropriated.

New York cannot be carried

to

the

any of the

next, and

as

in

in

In

forward

from

Massachusetts,

they

revert to the state at the end of the fiscal year and they
cannot be utilized by that
year.

Therefore

felt that the

the

fiscal

institution
officers

interviewed

in

New York

flexibility achieved through the Colorado

model will greatly add to their
appropriated

in the next fiscal

fund

category.

flexibility in the

Particularly the

fiscal

officer

interviewed who works within the City University system

felt

that the ability to rollover appropriations would clearly
assist her in the expending of all funds for the benefit of
her

institution.

Tuition

is not appropriated

in

New York,

but tuition funds collected although retained by the
institution, are used
by the

institution.

to

offset

Therefore

the
the

Connecticut would allow the public

appropriations received
tuition

fund as

set up

in

institutions in New York

to be able to retain their tuition and the earnings from any
investment of those

tuition funds.

in state purchasing procedures,
letting

of capital

Clearly the

flexibility

particularly with the

construction projects provided by the
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increase

in flexibility in Kentucky's institutions, would

also be a clear advantage as noted by the fiscal officers in
New York.

The current status of letting contracts requires

certain paper work that is no

longer necessary in Kentucky.

The fiscal officers therefore felt that the three case
studies and

the flexibilities obtained by each would aid

them in their operations in the public institutions in New
York.
Overall comments and analyses of conversations with
fiscal officers in the four states
Massachusetts,

and New York)

(Illinois,

Maryland,

clearly indicated that the

increased flexibility obtained in the three case studies
would aid

them

in their

therefore the public

functioning

in their home states and

institutions of those states.

None of

the fiscal officers felt that any of the changes would
hinder their operation.

As an overall analysis they felt

that the processes used to obtain the flexibilities would
aid greatly in the passage of any increased flexibilities be
it in their home states or others.

Particularly the amount

of total cooperation not only from each institutions but
from within the state hierarchy would be an essential part
to passage of any increased
states.

flexibility in their home

CHAPTER

I V

RECOMMENDATIONS

An analysis of the common patterns and trends present
in this research has led to a set of concise recommendations
for all of public higher education.

These recommendations

are based on certain common threads that first showed
themselves in the review of the literature, and were
repeated throughout the interviewing process and the writing
of

the case studies.

Common Trends

This research documents a change in certain states from
the increased statewide control of public higher education
in the 1970s to increased institutional flexibility in the
early 1980s.

This as Folger

(1977)

in the three case studies and

noted is substantiated

is noted by Hyde

(1983)

in his

review of Colorado's changes:
State revenue shortfalls require budget cuts or
recisions and the legislature did not want to
have to make the difficult decision of how to
distribute the cuts.
Giving the institutions
more control over their budgets was a low price
to pay for providing fewer dollars and avoiding
deciding how to distribute them among
institutions.
(p. 22)
Several state legislatures appear to be shifting the burden
of deciding how to distribute fewer resources to the
individual

institutions or to the stronger statewide
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i n a t i ng boards.

As noted

in Chapter

II*

legislators

will not win votes in their districts if they have voted to
cut the budget of a public higher education institution in
their

districts.
Public higher education institutions are proclaiming

that they indeed can do more with less, if provided with
greater institutional and financial flexibility.

When the

tuition fund was established for the University of
Connecticut,

institutional

their battle cry.

leaders heralded this theme as

Although Volkwein's

(1984)

national

study

did not substantiate that increased federal or state
regulations resulted in increased cost to the institutions,
the Kentucky case study demonstrated that increased layers
of the state bureaucracy and

its regulations resulted in

additional cost to the public institutions in Kentucky.
With the passage of House Bill 622,
Kentucky saved a substantial

the University of

sum of money by increased

flexibility in purchasing procedures and control over its
capital

construction process.

Access to public higher education and how it might be
affected by increased flexibility can be seen in both the
Colorado and Connecticut case studies.

In Connecticut the

establishment of the tuition fund and the right of the
institution to set tuition,

could have caused an increase in

tuition, which would have limited access to low
socioeconomic students.

In order to safeguard student
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access,

the Connecticut

establishment of

the

student financial
in

agreeing

to

legislature built

tuition

aid.

fund a provision for

Likewise

financial

priority on

studies

in

for an increase

bill

lists

in

these

states.

in the various case

to bring about

increased

case studies the time frame from the
usually only

In Colorado, Connecticut and Kentucky the

was passed and signed by the governors just before the

start

of

the

(Governor,
members)

state's

fiscal

institutional

was

addition

provided
to

this

or

year.

Support

present.

from the top

leaders and coordinating board
spurred

type of

the

support,

Kentucky unanimous support of all
was

in the amount

to passage comparable speaking was short,

several months.

In

all

legislature

Student access appears to be a high

the process used
In

increasing

Understanding's tuition

threads can be observed

flexibility.
idea

aid.

legislators'

Common

in Colorado the

the Memorandum of

setting provision also allowed
of state

into the

In Connecticut,

even

initiative

for change.

in Colorado and

the public

institutions

though many

institutions

did not want to initially enter into the tuition fund, they
supported the establishment of
University of

common

tuition

fund

specifically noted

thread

in each case study,

that was apparent

from each person

interviewed was the amount of risk involved
each

at the

Connecticut.

Although not
another

the

flexibility.

The risks

in obtaining

in many cases were multi-
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faceted.

Each

innovator

was essential

to

the enactment of the flexibility.

strategy was not as
would be

lost,

knew that a constructive strategy

specific as necessary,

in

this

regard.

Each innovator was a risk

In addition risks were involved

the flexibility was obtained.
institution,
the

as

system's,

the whole project

not just for the current legislative session,

but for future ones as well.
taker

If the

as

in

These risks

if

involved the

the University of Connecticut's case,

in Colorado and

Kentucky,

or

ability to

implement the flexibility in a timely responsible manner.
This

involved

the

institution's or

system's

analysis, computer capabilities and

resources

staffing.

in

Failure to

implement properly could prevent any future flexibilities or
the

removal

of

the one

just obtained.

systems looking toward increasing their
have

to be

risk

takers and successful

Institutions or
flexibility will
implementers.

Institutions that elect certain types of flexibilities
also may encounter certain other problems.
of time

for

these problems are essential.

Planning ahead
An example

in

Colorado's rollover of appropriations can illustrate this
point.

Many

cent of

their

deducted

states

fear

that

if

from their

next

year's

would do with any funds saved.
state

not spend every

yearly appropriation the amount unspent may be

institutions clearly presented

for

they do

funds

showed

a need

appropriation.
to the

Colorado

legislature what they

Therefore additional
on

their part,

not

for

usages
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decreased

funding, but

for added resources.

Accountability was another common theme that could be
seen as problematic.

State funded

institutions must be

accountable to the state as well as to taxpayers for their
funding.

The Connecticut case study shows how

accountability within flexibility can be achieved.

With the

creation of the tuition fund, Connecticut chose to have the
state continue to invest its tuition revenues and retain the
investment earnings within the state's control, although now
for the university's use.

This wise move toward

accountability if not done, could have created problems for
Connecticut

institutions

in the future.

Applicable Recommendations

The results of this research clearly point to a series
of recommendations that higher education institutions and
their state governments should examine.
recommendations,

although broad based,

These
focus on ways

in

which increased financial flexibilities can be brought to
the national higher education arena.
flexibilities are essential

These increased

if higher education is to

respond in a timely, cost effective manner as it faces the
demographic, economic, and political
1990s.
1.

factors through the

The recommendations are:
State institutions should assess the current
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limitations on their operations and the causes of those
limitations.
operations,

These assessments can be conducted on all
and with little additional cost to the

institut ions .
2.

State coordinating boards,

more state wide control,

instead of providing

should assist institutions in

analyzing the causes of decreased flexibility.
3.

Public

institutions and coordinating boards must be

charged by state governments with streamlining their
procedures and reducing their programmatic and
administrative costs.

These cost savings can be used to

provide for new areas of need
4.

institutions and
5.

institutions.

Realistic assessments must be conducted of the

effects of the demographic,
state

for

economic and political

trends on

state wide systems.

In addition to this assessment,

institutions and

their coordinating boards must review trends toward
flexibility in other states to determine the usefulness of
those flexibilities to their
6.

States and their

institutions.

institutions must plan on a state

wide basis for implementation of flexibilities and
evaluations of the flexibilities once in use.

Plans can

result in pilot programs to determine the effects of
flexibilities on a small scale before expansion to an entire
system.
7.

Institutions that have achieved greater flexibility
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must share their experiences
ones)

with other

(the positive and negative

institutions and state systems,

and the

accountability needed with each flexibility must be
included.
8.

The institution and/or state system must be

responsible for developing well structured proposals to
increase their institutional and financial flexibility.
These proposals must be submitted to state governments based
on specific strategies for implementation.
9.

Legislative and executive members must place

confidence in and provide assistance to public institutions
in a cooperative manner
10.

in order to structure flexibilities.

Cost savings achieved through increased

flexibilities should be retained by the institution for
specific purposes such as energy conservation, for use as
initiatives for faculty development, early retirement,
research,

and other critical needs of the institution.

It

is conceivable in the long run that some portion of cost
savings may not be needed.
This research has pointed out that these
recommendations should be the beginning of a comprehensive
way in which to free public higher education institutions of
state laws that limit their flexibility.

Increased

flexibility as demonstrated in these case studies would
provide the necessary leverage for public higher education
institutions to respond to the conditions of fiscal

stress
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that will be caused by certain trends that are predictable
and will occur

in higher education through the 1990s.

Hopefully this research and these recommendations will serve
as a starting point for the consideration of increased
flexibilities in many state systems.

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

Research into the financial operations of public higher
education institutions has seldom been done.

Limitations on

the availability of data, the secrecy of that data, and the
comprehensiveness of that data to the average researcher has
been limited.

This research has examined those very

conditions with particular emphasis on the directions the
financing of public higher education will have to take
through

the

1990s.

Demographic projections of recent years have predicted
that higher education will have a smaller pool of
traditional

18 year olds from which to draw.

Dire

predictions of a 25% national decrease in the traditional
age student pool exist.
the northeast,
decreases

Regional projections forecast for

and certain midwestern states, more severe

(from 30 to 49%,

Keller,

1983,

p. 12).

The states

with these more severe demographic projections house 51% of
all private four year colleges in this country and 42% of
all degree-granting institutions nationally.

These

demographic decreases will severely effect the shape and
finances of all higher education in the United States.
Added to these financial conditions are the increased cost
for those students that will be attending higher education.
Although it would be naive for one to believe that
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non-traditional students will make up for the decreased
number of traditional students,

non-traditional students are

and will continue to attend higher education in record
numbers.

This is particularly true in the public sector

where the cost of attendance is lower.

However, non-

traditional

students place increased costs on the resources,

(financial,

academic,

and social)

of the

institution.

In

addition to these increased costs generated by these nontraditional

students,

there are additional costs generated

by the new programmatic demands of all students.
The 1960s and early 1970s witnessed rapid growth in
both public and private higher education in this country.
Much of this growth was unplanned and resulted

in many

states expanding their public higher education systems far
beyond the needs for the 1980s and 1990s.

That period of

unsustained growth led to a surplus of public institutions
in many states and added to the responsibility of those
states to support this overabundances of physical facilities
and academic and support personnel.

Institutional

consolidations recently have been made in Connecticut and
Massachusetts.

There is the potential merger of

institutions in Colorado, which has led to tremendous
infighting among the segmental public higher education
institutions

in

that state.

Other national

and state issues affect the funding of

public higher education.

One such issue is the cost of

V

-
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repairing
subways,

the nation's

infrastructure.

and highways are deteriorating.

America's bridges,
There is a

national move to create not only new sources of state
funding, but also federal

funding to finance these repairs.

Additionally, the results of the National Commission on
Excellence and other similar national studies warrant
massive injections of both federal and state financial aid
to

improve the nation's elementary and secondary schools.

It is yet to be seen if decreased funding to higher
education will result from the increased funding to
elementary and

secondary education.

Closely connected to this reason for decreased funding
to higher education is the concern that the demand for
higher education on the part of the citizenry is becoming
less.

This may be caused by a decrease in the discretionary

income of Americans, which limits their financial ability to
acquire a higher education.

The aging of the national

populace also may result in less inclination on the part of
that populace to support legislation and increases in taxes
to provide improved education.

These related issues on the

potential financial wherewithal of higher education could
have a potential negative impact on the amount of funds
provided to higher education either

in the form of direct

tuition or in the form of additional aid at the federal and
state levels.
Many of the concerns noted above have grown from the
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economic difficulties encountered
years.

in many states in recent

The rapidly escalating inflation rates of the 1970s

and the resulting recession have placed heavy financial
burdens on many state governments.

Particularly in the

public sector funding for higher education was not provided
at the level

to keep pace with the national

inflation rates.

Therefore many public higher education institutions in the
1970s had to absorb the unmet inflationary costs through
their general

operating budgets.

States have met the challenge of increased support in
several ways.

The most common has been through increasing

state coordination of the delivery of public higher
education.

This has resulted

in the establishment and

expansion over the past ten years of state-wide coordinating
or governing boards for public higher education as in
Connecticut,

Massachusetts,

and Wisconsin.

boards have sought to coordinate planning,
merge several public institutions,

These statewide
to consolidate or

and to standardize many

of the services provided by public higher education.

One

example of this increased coordination has been the
development of budgeting systems to aid analysis and
allocation of resources.
higher education,

Incremental budgeting of public

as most states agencies, has given way to

the development of budgeting systems as program planning
budgeting

system

formula funding.

(PPBS),

zero-base budgeting

(ZBB),

and

The application of these budgeting systems
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by the state-wide coordinating agencies has been further
enhanced by the rapid growth in technology.
budgeting

is on the increase in Colorado,

Massachusetts,

Formula

Connecticut,

and South Carolina just to name a few.

The move toward more centralized control with an
emphasis on the use of quantitative data has been fought by
public higher education in recent years.

This research

documents elements of that fight and observes a move in the
other direction.

Legislators are becoming less inclined to

make decisions on the allocation of scarcer resources.
Indeed legislators appear through increased authority to
coordinating boards to be providing to public higher
education the ability to make its own decisions.
In order to examine how public higher education is
addressing these issues, this study analyzed changes made in
particular states that increased the states'
manage its own resources.

ability to

The states selected for this

study were Colorado, Connecticut, and Kentucky.
of the changes made were examined

The effects

for each state's major

institution through the use of the case study method.

The

data collected for the case studies focused on an
identification of the problems faced by the institutions,
examples of the solutions proposed,

the processes used to

obtain the flexibilities and the advantages and outcomes of
the

changes.
A review of the results of the case studies was
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discussed with fiscal officers in public higher education in
four other states,
York.

Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts and New

These fiscal officers felt that the applicability and

advantages of the increased flexibilities could benefit
their institutions particularly in future years.

Several

noted however that their states through redefined statewide
boards currently were limiting their

flexibilities.

There were very clear themes that ran through each of
the case studies and the results of the application of the
checklist.
1.

Basically these themes centered on:

Lack of transferabi1ity-of state funds.

Each of the case studies discussed difficulty with the
lack of flexibility of transfer of funds among state line
items,

either within a state budget, or among campuses of

multi-campus state systems.

The lack of transferability,

without state legislative or executive approval, resulted in
the non-expenditure of funds within certain line items or on
certain campuses.

In the Connecticut and Colorado case

studies in particular,

the ability provided by the state

legislature to allow transferabi1ity within institutional
budgets clearly aided the financial

flexibilities of those

two major research universities.
2.

The control over tuition pricing and expenditures.

The increased flexibility provided in allowing the
public

institutions to set their own tuition rates,

generally based on what the market place would bear,

and the
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ability to either collect or

to retain

in

also a constant theme in this research,
Connecticut
3.

and

Colorado case

Rollover

some

fashion,

was

particularly in the

studies.

of appropriations.

The ability to retain funds at the end of the fiscal
year and not have them revert to the state was a big
incentive to the public higher education

institutions

this research to maximize

resources and to

use cost

savings

to

spur other

seen quite readily in
savings

their

4.

initiatives.

This can be

the Colorado case study where the

from the rollover appropriations were used

early retirement initiatives,
computer

internal

in

to spur

research initiatives, and

purchases.
Flexibility

in

state purchasing

and

requisitioning

regulations.
Increased

flexibility in state purchasing and

requisition regulations was a theme particularly in the
Kentucky case

study.

However

increases in

flexibility in

requisition regulations was also noted

in the Colorado and

Connecticut case

the paper work that

studies as related

had been required

for budget

accountability of

tuition receipts

particular

to

transfers

in Colorado and

in Connecticut.

The

flexibility in state purchasing procedures

Kentucky relieved

that

state's public

in

institutions from

having the requirement of multi-faceted purchasing
requirements at many levels,

both internal and external

to
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the

institutions.

purchasing
required

This

increased

flexibility

procedures, not only decreased

in

state

the amount of time

for acquisition of necessary supplies and

ma^erialsf

but also resulted

staff time used

to process

in cost savings on the part of

the previously required

paperwork.
The results of this research will be clearly relevant
to states that are attempted

to

increase

their

institutional

flexibilities.

The results of this research will be of

value to those

institutions that are currently analyzing

what kinds of

flexibilities can be provided

maximizing the fewer
in

the

state resources that will be available

future.

There were
the

to assist in

similarities

flexibilities

obtained

that occurred

in process and

in each of the case

in

studies.

Additionally similar comments were provided in the
discussions with other chief
of

the case

studies.

These

fiscal

officers on the review

similarities

focused

on the

advantages that the new flexibilities would provide to each
of

the

state's

institutions.

Each case

study discussed

the

difficulties associated with the lack of transferability of
state

funds within

a

state budget.

Connecticut case studies as well
fiscal

officers

in

Illinois,

the need to obtain either
or both

for

the

as

In

the Colorado and

in

interviews with two

Massachusetts,

and New York,

legislative or executive approval

transferring

of

funds

from one category of
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the state budget to another was seen as a severe
disadvantage and was often cumbersome to implement for the
institutions.

This often time-consuming process resulted in

some non-expenditure of funds at the end of the fiscal year.
Since many of the states that participated in this research
did not have the ability to rollover appropriations
unexpended at the end of the fiscal
due to

year, funds unexpended

lack of transferability were often reverted to the

state at the end of the fiscal year.

Therefore all schools

saw as a clear advantage the ability to rollover
appropriations and to retain funds unexpended at the end of
the fiscal year.

This, particularly in Colorado's case,

served as a big incentive for internal reallocation of
resources and cost saving measures within the University of
Colorado.
An issue of key concern in both the Colorado and
Connecticut case studies was the ability to set the tuition
level

for the institution.

The case studies highlighted the

process used to provide the tuition setting authority to the
institutions in Colorado and Connecticut.

Kentucky and

Wisconsin already had the ability to set their own tuition
as did most of the states with whom a review of the case
studies was discussed.

Seen also as a very direct advantage

of increased flexibilities was the removal of state
purchasing and capital construction requirements for the
institutions in the state of Kentucky.

Particularly the
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chief
that

fiscal
the

officers

removal

in the state of

of the public

years

advantage to

their

Massachusetts has

control

over

construction process would

state.

further

the awarding

felt

institutions from the

requirement of the state capital
be a major

Massachusetts

Within

increased

the past

the

three

state's

of state contracts based on the

results of a study conducted on the amount of fraud in
awarding

state

capital

In addition to
changes

construction projects.

this

research providing data on the

that have occurred

in

three states

of their public higher education systems,

in their

funding

this research will

greatly assist those states who are currently contemplating
what changes

should be made.

Institutional

response

to and

implementation of increased flexibilities have been positive
and

well

done.

'In

the days of decreasing

resources ahead,

states must contemplate even further flexibilities to
maximize all

existing

state resources and

to

facilitate the

improved management of public higher education nationally.
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